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Synopsis

This report covers the first phase of media training conducted by GL in partnership with
media training organisations and related partners based of the training manual Business
Unusual. During the period March 2006 to February 2007 NIZA supported four
workshops (Zimbabwe, Malawi, Mauritius, Tanzania) while the Konrad Adenauer
Foundation (KAS) supported two (Malawi and Zambia). The report consists of an
overview and reports for each country.

A total of 104 participants took part in the workshops that produced supplements carried
by daily newspapers in each country and generated extensive media coverage.
Participants submitted two stories after the workshop before they could receive their
certification.

Several of these stories were entered for the Gender and Media (GEM) Summit awards
in 2006. With additional funding from KAS, the best performing participants from Malawi
and Zambia had the opportunity to participate in the summit, in a session on training, as
well as to go on to Highway Africa. Several participants are now regular contributors to
the GL Opinion and Commentary Service.

At the request of the Highway Africa organisers, GL ran a seminar on the Business
Unusual training at this annual event in September 2006. Another unplanned but
welcome outcome was the video conference hosted by the World Bank and IFC on 10
August 2006 (the day after Women’s Day in South Africa on 9 August) linking policy
makers and participants in the BU workshops across the region.

Background
Since its inception, GL has conducted workshops on
the following themes: covering gender violence;
gender, HIV/AIDS and the media, as well as
gender, elections and the media. These workshops
have involved building links with media training
institutions; developing training material; producing
a supplement as part of the training; as well as
training of trainer courses.

The economy is a natural next thematic area of
work. It has a close fit to the governance
programme. It is an area in which gender
consciousness is especially weak. Despite the

enormous role that women play in the economies of all Southern African countries this
contribution remains undervalued and invisible. The Gender and Media Baseline Study
(GMBS) conducted by GL and MISA in 2003 showed that women in Southern Africa
constitute a mere eight percent of sources in economic news.

This course, based on training material developed by Gender Links  covers the whole
spectrum of gender and economic concerns, including gender and the macroeconomic
environment, development; planning budgets; work; trade; enterprise and globalisation.
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Objectives
 To conduct training workshops on gender and economic reporting.
 To improve gender balance and sensitivity in economic and financial reporting.
 To build an ongoing relationship with the media practitioners trained through

encouraging them to become members of local and regional gender and media
networks.

Programme
The programme for each country is attached in the country chapters. In each case, a
local facilitator made the arrangements and co-facilitated the course. The five day
programme consisted of:

 Exposure to key topics and issues during the first two days making use of local
experts and exercises from the training manual.

 Field work on the third day.
 Writing of stories and producing of a supplement on the fourth day.
 Review of the supplement, summarising key learning points on the final day.
 Agreeing to a schedule for participants to submit two further items after the

course in fulfillment of course requirements.

In four countries (Zimbabwe, Tanzania, Seychelles and Malawi) where GL’s Gender and
Media Audience Study (GMAS) had not been launched the programme included launches
of the study with responses by a panel of editors.

Participants
The table below summarises the participants in each country. A total of 104 journalists
(53% men and 47% women) participated in the workshops.

Summary of Business unusual Participants in 6 countries

COUNTRY Date of w/shop Male Female Total % Men %
Women

Malawi 29 May – 1
June

10 4 14 71.4% 28.6

Mauritius 15 – 19 May 7 10 17 41% 59%
Seychelles 3 – 7 July 3 6 9 33.3% 66.7%
Tanzania 26 Feb 7 16 23 30.4% 69.6%
Zambia 29 May – 1

June 2006
12 8 20 60% 40%

Zimbabwe 5 – 6 June 2006 16 5 21 76.2% 23.8%
TOTAL 55 49 104 53% 47%
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Outputs
 Six supplements carried by mainstream media and produced in most cases in

partnership with a local media training or development partner (see table below).

COUNTRY PARTNER SUPPLEMENT
Malawi MIJ Daily News
Mauritius MWO GEMSA; Media Trust LExpress
Seychelles GEMPlus The Nation
Zambia ZAMCOM; GEMSAZAM Guardian
Zimbabwe GEMZi The Standard
Tanzania GEMSATAN Daily News

 Approximately 200 follow up items submitted; some used in the GL Commentary
Service and others submitted for the GEM awards.

 Case study materials for the VRC.

Outcomes
 Increased gender awareness and sensitivity among economic reporters.
 New members for GEMSA and the gender and media movement.
 Opportunities for personal growth, e.g. young reporters attending Highway

Africa.
 Strengthening of GL partnerships.
 On the job gender and media training for media trainers through co-facilitation

arrangements.

Evaluation
The table below summarises all the evaluations for the workshop. It shows that the
overwhelming majority of participants rated all aspects of the course as either excellent
or good.

EXCELLENT GOOD FAIR POOR VERY
POOR

1. PROGRAMME DESIGN 34 38 2
2. PROGRAMME CONTENT 39 30 3
3. FACILITATION 33 33 5
4. GROUP WORK 25 35 8
5. OUTPUTS vs EXPECTATIONS 25 36 7
6. LEARNING OPPORTUNITY 36 37 2
7. NETWORKING OPPORTUNITY 17 43 11
8. ADMINISTRATIVE ARRANGEMENTS 20 35 14
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Comments in the evaluation
Sessions that were found to be most useful
 Gender budgeting was very instrumental in identifying how to place gender in

national budgets and how we as Journalist could be instrumental in checks or
reminding policy makers on their promises.

 An analysis of the different print and electronic coverage has been means to
evaluate our plus side as well as our weaknesses.

 The composition of the whole training was excellent and the writing process was the
most challenging in that we had to go out into the field to interview business women
and having to write stories which improved our skills in sourcing of information.

 Business women and the media were most useful because as business and economic
reporters, we did not find featuring of women in our reporting valuable in motivating
them to work hard on their fields. We also learnt that women could actually be
better leaders given a chance and that as media, there is a need to positively portray
their positive roles and highlight more on their success and not to close up on them.
Exploring the problems faced by enterprising women and bringing some most
powerful women to challenge us in the training is one of the useful things.

Sessions that were found to be least useful
 All sessions were good and useful and useful and tackled issues that Journalists

sideline in reporting.
 There has not been any least useful session because it was well planned and

scheduled.

Suggestions for making workshops of this nature more effective in future
 The field visits time was short and the space for stories was not enough which

resulted in some stories being left out.
 The workshop should have been extended to longer days for basic Journalism. The

workshop was an excellent means for us as Journalists to broaden our horizons
concerning gender and the economy.

 Thank you for allowing us to assess and examine ourselves. Have personally realized
how much I don’t know, please keep up the good work.

 More education is needed as we are well behind international standards.
 The facilitation was excellent and perhaps there must be a way to take such training

into the mainstream for training of Journalists.
 Local transport money was not sufficient.

Unexpected outcomes

Inspired by the BU workshops, the World Bank and IFC approached GL and KAS to host
a roundtable discussion on Gender, Media and the Economy on August 10 2006 (see
programme at Annex A).  About 50 participants attended our event with most being
external (banks, corporates, business women, consultants, media) and about 10 were
IFC/WB staff.
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The welcome messages were done by the 4 organising partners, vis: Colleen Lowe
Morna of Gender Links - the organization that recently produced the Business Unusual
training manual which aims to improve media coverage of women in business and
highlight gender gaps in the business and economic environment - ; Mallory Saleson of
the World Bank, Andrew Alli of the IFC and Jude Mathurine of the Konrad Adenauer
Foundation. The Konrad Adenauer Foundation had sponsored the publication of the
manual and the follow up workshops in Southern African countries but the manual had
not yet been launched in South Africa.

A one-hour video conference moderated by Colleen Lowe Morna connected
entrepreneurs and journalists from Zimbabwe, Malawi and Zambia who had already
benefited from the Business Unusual training workshops. They commonly indicated that
the training had resulted in higher quality reporting of business issues by the media, and
a definite increase in gender inclusive pieces, focusing on women in business or social
issues. Technology failure unfortunately prevented participants from Mauritius from also
being connected. The video hookups in the other countries were made via UNDP or
World Bank offices in the respective locations and all of the conferences in those offices
were followed by certificate distribution ceremonies to the workshop participants.

The South African roundtable that followed the video conference was chaired by Jude
Mathurine and raised many challenging issues.

The first speaker was Thandeka Gqubule, a well-known journalist and news presenter
in South Africa who is now a senior editor at Johnnic Communications. She bemoaned
the lack of coverage of social ills in South Africa including the impact of HIV/AIDs and
the burden of social welfare on women. She noted that in the media “authoritative
sources” quoted are usually understood to be men (a Gender Links survey showed that
only about 16% of sources quoted are women), and the leg work required to dig up
analytical stories that feature women is considered to be cumbersome for most
journalists.

Thandeka highlighted the cynicism in the mainstream media which is demonstrated in
the fact that there is no empowerment charter for the media despite the fact that its
ownership and management is still largely white male. Black and white women rarely
rise in the newsrooms and women who complain about their status are told to leave and
go and set up PR companies which is “what women do”. She emphasized the need for
the dti and the Department of Labour to address these transformation issues in the
media.

Mmabatho Matiwane of the dti’s Gender and Women’s Economic Empowerment unit
saluted Thandeka’s honesty about the state of newsrooms in South Africa. She noted
that the dti is concerned that Black Economic Empowerment (BEE) has actually
translated into Male Economic Empowerment, with white and black males being the
ones to benefit. Dti is now promoting Women’s Economic Empowerment through its
strategic framework for women’s economic empowerment and other related processes,
which will include a review of the charters and codes that already exist.
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Mmabatho bemoaned the materialistic and individualistic view of BEE which missed the
development impact and in which the cult of the individual, male or female was the
norm, rather than the collective effort of BEE groupings. She also noted that BEE is
largely seen as politically driven, about asset accumulation and has no focus on the skills
and values of people concerned. She referred in this regard to the “rich list” that had
come out in the previous Sunday Times which focused on assets of BEE individuals and
not the services or products associated with their BEE activity.

Mmabatho agreed that dti would need to look into the issue of ownership of the media
in South Africa.

Sonja Sebotsa of the Women’s Development Bank Investment Holdings agreed that all
media reporting on BEE issues only talked to the ownership perspective. Other aspects
of BEE transformation such as employment equity in corporates, procurement and
enterprise development were ignored, which meant that the public was not exposed to
the more meaningful aspects of BEE transformation at all.

Economic empowerment dynamics and how they relate to social issues such as safer
sex, HIV/AIDs also not analysed in the media. The media also makes little reference to
informal economy issues, maintaining a wall between the formal, which they report
upon, and the informal, which was nevertheless key to the economy. This again meant
that women’s role in the economy was not adequately reported upon.

Sonja commented that in the same way that adopting the Financial Sector charter had
been important in order to ensure that financiers were also responsible for BEE, a media
charter was crucial to ensuring that information flow to the public is transformed.

Mirriam Zwane, founder and Executive Director of Praxis IT shared her personal
experience of having won an IT Achiever Award two years ago. She was interviewed
and photographed by the media, but in the coverage the next day the photo
represented was of a man who had been runner up to her and in very small print next
to that photo was a mention that Mirriam Zwane had actually won the award. She
realized then that the media could undermine women and make them faceless if they
wished.

Mirriam noted that the work that her company does in community development, in
providing training opportunities to graduates and rehabilitation of former prisoners etc
does not seem to be of interest to the media who prefers sensational and political
stories. Success stories of small businesses and how women who run them manage to
put their kids through universities are rarely considered newsworthy. She also agreed
that the role of the informal sector, where most women are, needs to be better covered.

The discussion was then opened to the floor. A number of issues came up around the
challenges that women in business actually face. Key common factor was around
access to finance. It was highlighted that financial institutions often launch “new
products” meant to better service women and entrepreneurs but that nothing actually
changes in reality. One financial institution was decried as having “traumatized” a
women-owned company and their so called “mentor” who was sent to work with them
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had no positive role but only served to assess their company on behalf of the FI.
Accessing funds or markets successfully was seen as often linked to political connections
and procurement criteria was considered prohibitive for most women, e.g. 3 years of
audited financial statements are required for start up businesses.

During the close up of the roundtable, Thandeka mentioned the Global Business School
Network of the IFC and hoped that sufficient numbers of women business leaders would
benefit from its services.

The event was a very successful demonstration of a team collaboration between the
World Bank, IFC, Gender Links and Konrad Adenauer. After the roundtable participants
were able to continue networking over refreshments.

Lessons learned and next steps
 The original budget did not make sufficient provision for field work and out of

town participants. Also should have been provision for two GL facilitators (this
was rectified in the Tanzania training) as carrying the burden of administration
and training in intensive workshops of this nature is onerous.

 In addition, costs in some countries (e.g. Tanzania and Seychelles) are extremely
high.

 As a result, in consultation with NIZA, GL undertook four rather than the
originally planned five workshops.

 NIZA is supporting a further three workshops in South Africa, Swaziland and
Lesotho in 2007.

 There will be need in the final phase of the course to make provision for
translation of materials into Portuguese (for Angola and Mozambique) and
French (for DRC).
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ANNEX A
ORDER OF BUSINESS: VIDEO CONFERENCE, THURSDAY, 10 AUGUST 2006

Time Item Country
situated

Person Time
allocated

WELCOME AND OVERVIEW:
“BUSINESS UNUSUAL: GENDER, ECONOMY AND THE MEDIA”

15h00 Welcome,
introductions and
description of
processes

Johannesburg,
South Africa

Colleen Lowe Morna –
Executive Director,
Gender Links & Chair,
GEMSA

3 min

15h03 Message from the
World Bank

Johannesburg,
South Africa

Mallory Saleson –
External Affairs, The
World Bank

2 min

15h05 Message from
International
Finance
Corporation (IFC)

Johannesburg,
South Africa

Natalie Africa, Senior
Gender Coordinator-
Africa

2 min

15h07 Message from
KAS

Johannesburg Frank Windcheck 2 min

15h09 Gender and Media
Summit Awards

Johannesburg,
South Africa

Kubi Rama- CEO, Gender
and Media Southern
Africa Network (GEMSA)

2 min

15h11
15h14 Overview of

Business Unusual
workshop

Harare,
Zimbabwe

Loveness Jambaya,
GEMZI country
representative

2 min

15h17 Views from
women
entrepreneurs

Zimbabwe 3 min

15h19 BU participant/
journalist

Zimbabwe Arthur Choga, New
Ziana/CNG

3 min

15h22 Overview of
Business Unusual
workshop

World Bank,
Lilongwe
Malawi

Henry Malunda, Malawi
Institute of Journalism

2 min

15h25 Views from
women
entrepreneurs

Malawi Adrina Mussa 3 min

15h27 BU participant/
journalist

Malawi Theresa Kasawala,
Capital FM

3 min

15h30 Overview of
Business Unusual
workshop

Office of UNDP,
Anglo Mauritius
House, Port Louis,
Mauritius

Loga Virahsawmy, Chair,
Media Watch
Organisation (MW0)

2 min
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Time Item Country
situated

Person Time
allocated

15h33 Views from
women
entrepreneurs

Mauritius Nivedita R. Nathoo,
Chairperson of National
Women Entrepreneur
Council and Director
General Surya Spa

3 min

15h35 BU participant/
journalist

Mauritius Rishi Ramnauth, News on
Sunday

3 min

15h38 Overview of
Business Unusual
workshop

Zambia Daniel Nkalamo, Director,
Zambia Institute of Mass
Communications
(ZAMCOM)

2 min

15h41 Views from
women
entrepreneurs

Zambia Dorah Siliya, 3 min

15h44 BU participant/
journalist

Zambia Perpetual Sichikwekwe,
The Legal Resources
Foundation News

3 min

GENERAL DISCUSSION
15h47 Questions and

discussion
All All 13 min
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REPORT OF THE MALAWI BUSINESS UNUSUAL WORKSHOP
29 May-2 June
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Synopsis
This report covers the key activities and outputs of the Malawi Business Unusual training
undertaken by Gender Links from 29 May to 2 June with support from the Konrad
Adenduar Stiftung, in collaboration with the Malawi Institute of Journalism. The Minister
of Economic Planning and Development opened the workshop (see speech at Annex
A). The full programme of the workshop is attached at Annex B. A list of resource
persons is attached at Annex C. The workshop attracted 13 participants; 8 men and 5
women (see Annex D). Evaluations of the workshop are attached at Annex E. GL
Executive Director Colleen Lowe Morna and MIJ trainer Henry Malunda co-facilitated the
course. Frank Windeck, Director of the Konrad Adenauer Foundation Regional Media
Programme, and KAS Malawi Manager, Samson Lembani, also participated.

Key issues
This first two days of the workshop consisted of information inputs that helped to draw
out the key issues.

Overview: The Minister of Economic Planning stressed that the
timing of the workshop could not have been better as the Bill on
Gender Based Violence just passed. Commending the role of the
media in covering this scourge, he noted that 60% of the
population, mostly women, live in absolute poverty. Poverty
limits women’s access to information; education and family
planning services. Referring to the Millennium Development
Goals, the Minister said that women must have the right to own
productive resources like land and capital. Malawi, he said, is
committed to improving the status of women through: access to
credit; girl education, functional literacy; increasing number of
women in decision making; National Gender Policy; engendering
the budget; legal reforms; Wills and inheritance Act; Gender

Based Violence Act and stiffer penalties for GBV. The Minister announced that in the
future gender and HIV AIDS will be one of most important criteria for appraisal of
projects before Public Sector Investment Programme for inclusion in the national
budget: “that is how committed the government is.”

GENDER AND THE ECONOMY:
MALAWI FACT BOX

 65% of Malawians live below the
poverty line and 20% are very poor.
Households headed by divorced and
widowed women are among the
poorest.

 Malawi is ranked 165 out of 177
countries in the UNDP human
development index 2004.
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 While the Constitution upholds gender equality, customary law governs the daily
life of the vast majority of women.

 The male literacy rate in Malawi is 71%, compared to 40% for women.
 Malawi is unlikely to achieve any of the Millennium Development Goals by 2015,

except for primary school enrolment.
 26% of Malawian women use contraceptives.
 33% of girls aged 15-19 have had a child. 25% pregnant women test positive for

HIV and AIDS.
 70% of Malawian women are in full time farming, compared to 20% men.
 Women’s employment in the formal sector is negligible.
 Business opportunities for women are limited due to societal constraints and lack

of access to credit.
 Domestic violence is high.
 Life expectancy for men is 40 while that for women is 44.

Media and business women: friends or foes:
Agrina Mussa introduced herself as a married woman with four
children; better known as the wife of the Minister of
Transport. She is the owner of a stock and manufacturing
company; a Commercial Cleaning Company and formerly a
company to trace debt. Mussa served as President Chamber
of Commerce and Industry for ten years. She is also Chair of
FINCA, a micro finance institution. She chaired ESKOM for two
years and is the Vice Chair of the National Association of
Businesswomen.

Mussa noted that the gender gaps apparent in research
conducted by Gender Links (such as the graph below on women sources in different
topic categories from the Gender and Media Baseline Study) are a reality.

What women and men speak about in Malawi

Figure seven:  Analysis of topics by sex of sources
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She said that when women are covered, their stories are hidden away in the inside
pages. If they are on the front pages, women are associated with scandal of wrong
doing. Giving her own example, Mussa shared several articles in which she had been
accused of corrupt practices, without being afforded the chance to respond. “The higher
you go in society; the men at that level try and bring you down; try to make sure that
you don’t exist,” she said. “Its not true that women pull other women down. In my case
it was men who tried to pull me down. Inside they have never touched me because I
have confidence in what I do. I have seen the media being used for disinformation. A
forum like this should have a way to follow up issues that have come out. Is the media
aware that we also have human rights? Is it the media alone that has rights. I am
human I have children; how do you think they felt?”

“I am not saying do not publicise issues; Go ahead; but please investigate and follow
though issues; if you do not you are victimising some of us. Suing a journalist is not
enough. Much more should be done. We need a level playing field. What shall I teach
future business women? Should I say, please don’t be ambitious? Should I tell
youngsters please do not get married to a cabinet minister because then you will not
have opportunities?” Mussa added that she had “199 employees, but no one talks about
that.”

She recommended that the media should:
 Follow up issues
 Tell the truth.
 Respect human rights.
 Promote the development of women in this area.
 Bear in mind that “a newspaper that stands on the truth cannot lose business.”

The discussion following the presentation centred on the importance of media ethics and
fair play. A woman journalist said part of the problem is that women sources are
inaccessible. Mussa said this a perception that needs to be challenged.
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Case studies
The group studied a number of case studies from the
Malawi media, such as a story on unemployment told by
economists, trade unionist and a youth activist, and the
government minister responsible. No women were
interviewed. Another article on “Making Farming a
Business” quoted a small holder; director of a produce
association; agribusiness officer. The article did not include
any interviews with small scale farmers, the majority of
whom are women.

Gender in economic planning
John Ng’ambi gave a brief history of economic planning in Malawi. Multiparty politics
ushered in the National Poverty Eradication Plan from 95-2000. Vision 2020 envisaged
the development of a middle income country with gender balance. Malawi introduced a
Poverty Eradication Strategy (PRSP) in April 2002. This has five cross cutting “pillars”:
gender, HIV AIDS, science and technology and the environment. One of the
recommendations in PRSP is that gender should be mainstreamed. The PRSP has now
been replaced by the Malawi Development and Growth Strategy (MGDS). The main tool
for mainstreaming gender is the Public Sector Investment Programme that translates
into development budget. Gender is a key criteria in the appraisal of projects. Specific
programmes revolve around the provision of micro finance; community based land
reform programme; and girls education.

Nandin Patel, Chair, Institute for Policy Interaction (IPI) said the campaign for 30%
women in decision making ran the risk of being a “slogan with no substance.” Arguing
that women in politics are more bound by their political affiliation than by the concerns
of other women she questioned if “women stand up for women.” She added that
“affirmative action is easy to say but difficult to achieve.” A serious issue in Malawi is the
need for electoral reform since the FPTP system does not favour women’s
representation.

Globalisation: Good or bad for women?
The class divided into two groups, for and against. They raised the following points:

Good for women
 Culture of silence has ended.
 Funders from outside are providing resources for

women’s empowerment.
 Reduced poverty.
 Benefits for women in business, can go out but

goods, sell them, empowered.
 Job opportunities; like in super markets.
 Education; did not know girl child has the right to

access educate.
 Democracy; know about human rights.
 Women now hold ministerial positions.
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Against globalisation
 Malawian culture is being eroded; copy everything; westernization. “A nation

without a culture is like a dead nation.”
 Diluting own cultural values
 Enhanced migration; go to South Africa, leave women and children. Marry there,

leave trouble here.
 A lot of trade imbalance. Rich countries benefit more than poor.
 Brain drain.
 Malawi cannot be identified with its own culture.

Gender budgeting
Mavuto Bamusi, Malawi Economic Justice Network, gave an overview of gender budget
initiatives.

Introduction
 A national budget is a plan covering

expenditure and receipts
 Outlines major sources of revenue, how the

revenue will be expended, and surplus/deficits
 Spells out Government’s economic and social

aims, including ways to achieve these
 Covers one year called fiscal year (1 July to 30

June) within which it is a “legal” document

Budget structure
 REVENUE: broken down into Domestic Revenue, and Foreign Inflows
 Domestic revenue mainly include Tax, non tax (like fees and receipts)
 Foreign inflows include grants and loans – grants are “donations” as loan come at a

cost
 HIPC is one of the “grants”.
 There are also Budget support grants and Project grants

Expenditure
 Categorized as RECURRENT and DEVELOPMENT
 Recurrent include personal emoluments, operational costs such as travel and bills
 Also include STATUTORY expenditures such as debt repayments, pensions,

compensations and refunds, and the PRESIDENCY
 Development budget is for infrastructure lie roads, airports, Shire-Zambezi, purchase

of equipment, and lately  includes training

Gender budgeting
 Application of gender analysis to the formulation of government budgets and

allocation of resources
 It is not a separate budget for women but scrutinizes effect and impact of any form

of allocation on women and girls as compared to men and boys
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 Asses impact of budgets on gender inequalities and ensures that money is allocated
to address gender inequalities

Objectives of gender budgeting
 To make governments accountable for translating gender equality commitments into

budget
 To change policies, programs, and budgets to promote women’s empowerment
 To raise awareness on gender issues and impacts of budgets on males and females
 To help gender advocacy  and media to monitor implementation of gender budgets

Priority areas to focus on
 Gender Specific Expenditures: Allocations targeting specific gender, like education

for girls. Important to check if funds allocated are actually transferred or diverted
 Equal Employment Opportunity Expenditure: like expenditures towards maternity

leave, training of lower level civil servants since a majority of these tend to be
women.

Conclusions
 No systematic and deliberate gender budgeting is happening in Malawi
 Apart from allocations to Ministry of Gender, no other serious efforts have been

made to mainstream gender in ALL THE VOTES of the Malawi budget
 Media, civil society, must develop tools for gender budgeting and analysis

Rafiq Hajat, Institute for Policy Interaction (IPI) said Malawi needed to develop a culture
of consumer activism led by women, similar to India where women have petitioned
politicians to remove certain taxes chanting to the slogan “If we can’t eat, you can’t
meet.” In Malawi, he said: “I do not see the activism; a mass movement. I see
helplessness, what can we do; God made us this way. I do not see the anger, why are
we discriminated against in this way.” Taxes are high on the most basic consumer
goods, including sanitary towels. New women in politics are not helping women on the
ground. Social safety nets are being taken away. There is no infrastructure for the
distribution of food. World Food Programme (WFP) has become synonymous with “Wait
For Payment.” The state, he said, “is naturally a bully; we have to be prepared to take
them on.”

Field work
From the discussions, participants each
chose an area of focus to pursue in field
exercises that resulted in the production
of a supplement carried by the Daily
Nation newspaper. These included several
stories on women entrepreneurs, as well
as on the budget and planning; and a
story on girls education. The workshop
also featured the launch of GL’s audience
research in Malawi and a discussion of the
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gender dimensions of the news business that featured in the supplement.

Outcomes versus expectations
 13 participants completed the course, against the original target of 20. While this

proved disappointing, those who participated did so with great enthusiasm. The
reduced numbers also made it possible to come in only slightly over budget.
Malawi is one of the most expensive countries in the region.

 The supplement produced by the team (enclosed with this report) reflects the
rich programme content and learning experience.

 The evaluations at Annex E reflect the extent to which participants found this an
eye opening experience and are keen to apply their learning.

Next steps
 Participants are expected to submit two more stories before they receive their

certificates.
 The stories will be eligible for consideration for the Gender and Media Awards at

the Media Diversity Summit.
 KAS will sponsor the two participants in the course who are judged to be best

performers to attend the Media Diversity Summit and Highway Africa in
September.

 Several participants joined the Gender and Media Malawi (GEMMA) Network, the
country chapter of GEMSA.
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ANNEX A:

SPEECH MADE BY HONOURABLE DAVID FAITHI, M.P. MINISTER OF
ECONOMICS PLANNING AND DEVELOPMENT AT THE

GENDER ECONOMIC AND MEDIA WORKSHOP

Dr. James Ngombe, Director of Malawi institute of journalism
Ms Colleen Lowe Morma, Executive Director of Gender Links
Mr. Frank Winbeck, Director for Konrad Adneur Foundation
Dear Participants
Ladies and Gentlemen

I feel greatly honoured this morning to be among you and to preside over this function.
Mr. Chairman, Ladies and Gentlemen, this workshop comes at a time, when we have
just completed preparation of the Malawi Growth and Development Strategy and
preparing the budget for 2006/07. In addition, the workshop comes at a time when a
Bill on gender based violence was passed barely two months ago in the National
Assembly, introducing stiffer penalties for perpetrators of gender based violence. So, the
timing of the workshop could not have been better than this.

Mr. Chairman, Ladies and Gentlemen, I am particulary happy that the training workshop
is targeting the media, which we recognize as the fourth arm of government. Mr.
Chairman, the Media in Malawi has played a major role in exposing important matters
on gender-based violence for the attention of the public.

Studies have shown that at least one woman in every three has once been beaten,
abused or forced into unwanted sex. Violence against women causes more deaths and
injury in the 15 – 45 years age group of women than Malaria, Cancer and accidents.

If it were not for the media, most brutal forms of gender based violence that we have
witnessed over the past few months could have gone unnoticed. I wish to commend the
important role that the media has played in this aspect among others and encourage
you media men and women to continue the commendable job that you are doing.

At this point in time, allow me, ladies and gentlemen, to join His Excellency the state
President, Dr Bingu WA Mutharika to condemn in very strong terms those that
perpetuate violence against women and children. Under the current regime, the long
had of the law will catch up with anyone that is involved in any form of violence, without
regard to their political or social status.

Ladies and Gentlemen, Government is aware that over 60% of the population, mostly
women is living in absolute poverty. This implies that women do not decide freely on a
number of social and economic issues. Poverty also limits women’s access to
information, education, and family planning services.

Malawi subscribes to the Beijing Platform for Action and the Millennium Development
Goals which are two mutual reinforcing development platforms that affirm women’s
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human rights and recognize that solving the world’s most pressing problems demands
the full participation and empowerment of women.

This means that women must have the right to own productive resources such as land
and capital, obtain access to credit, attend and remain in school, earn a living in a non
discriminatory manner and have equitable access to basic services which meet their
sexual and reproductive health needs.

Malawi is responding very positively to various challenges. Gender equality and women
empowerment are highly recognized issues in global and national debates in human
rights and human development. In this regard, the government is committed to
improving the status of women in Malawi and addressing the issues of gender
imbalance. This commitment has been translated into specific actions, which are seen in
the form of:

1. Improving access to credit facilities through introduction of schemes such as the
MARDEF

2. Raising the profile of female education through the promotion of girl education
and Functional Literacy Programmes where the main beneficiaries are women.

3. increasing the number of women in decision making positions within the
government organizations

4. formulation of the Nation Gender Policy
5. formulation of the guidelines for Engendering the Public Budget
6. construction for girls’ hostels in community day secondary school to minimize the

exploitation of girls who live in rented squatters around secondary schools
7. enactment o legal reforms including;

The Affiliation Act, which allows women with children born out of wedlock to
claim increased maintenance support from the father.
The Wills and Inheritance Act, which makes property grabbing a crime after the
death of a spouse and
The enactment of the Gender Based Violence Act, which has introduced stiffer
penalties for perpetuators of gender based violence.

Ladies and Gentlemen, Government will continue to strengthen the institutional capacity
for effective co-ordination of measures I have outlined above and promote affirmative
action due to increase women and young decision makers in high levels of the publican
d private sectors’

Mr. Executive Director, I was particularly happy to learn that Gender Links in partnership
with the Malawi Institute of Journalism conducted a study on Radio listenership in the
country. We in government will be very keen to know the findings of the survey. The
various opportunities and interventions government has created for various gender
groups will be useless unless the message gets across the people.

The survey that you conducted is therefore extremely important to inform government
and the media houses in how to package the information and devise communication
strategies that will ensure that the messages get to the intended beneficiaries. It is my
hope that your study also identified the factors that limit radio listenership and the
preferred methods of communication for those gender groups that do not listen to the
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radio. This is particularly important for policy makers if the status quo has to be
changed.

But as you are aware, ladies and gentlemen, gender is not a stand-alone subject; as
such achievement of the government goals and outcomes on gender equality and equity
will very much depend on coordinated efforts of all of us in government, media, faith
based organizations, religious leaders and civil society.

On its part, the government recognizes gender as a cross cutting issue in Malawi Growth
and Development Strategy. This means that gender alongside HIV/AIDS have to be
mainstreamed in all the development programmes that government is implementing. In
this vein, my Ministry has put gender and HIV/AIDS as one of the most important
criteria for appraisal of projects before they are included in the Public Sector Investment
Programme (PSIP). Projects that do not mainstream gender issues are less likely to be
included in the national budget and therefore cannot be implemented by any
government agency. This is how committed government is on gender issues.

With these few remarks, I want to commend you once again, for organizing this
workshop and carrying out a study on radio listenership. It is my belief that the skills
and knowledge that media practitioners will get from the workshop will be used in the
most positive way in promoting gender issues and underscore that value that peaceful
co existence between men and women, boys and girls can bring to the development of
this country.

I wish you Very Fruitful deliberations and May God Bless you

Thank you.
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ANNEX B: PROGRAMME

Time Topic Who
MONDAY
8.30-8.45 Welcome, introductions Colleen Lowe-Morna
8.45-10.00 – Introduction to KAS

– Official opening
– Frank Windeck
–  Minister of Economic planning and

Development, Hon David Faiti
10.00-10.30 TEA

10.30-11.00 Business women and the
media: friends or foes?

– Agrina Mussa, former President of the
Malawi Confederation of Chambers of
Commerce and Industry (MCCI)

– Chrissie Katundu, Business woman,
Domasi

11.00-11.30 Additional information, KAS
media programme in Malawi

KAS Malawi Manager, Samson Lembani

11.30-13.00 Case studies: Gender in the
economy and development

Facilitators

13.00- 14.00 Lunch
14.00-15.00 Panel: Gender in current

economic planning and
thinking

– John Ng’ambi, Ministry of Economic
Planning and Development

– Nandin Patel, Chair, Institute for Policy
Interaction (IPI)

15.00-16.00 TEA
16.00-17.00 Debate: Has globalisation had

a negative effect on women?
Team

TUESDAY
8.30-9.30 The budget process; where

does gender come in?
– Mavuto Bamusi, MEJN
– Rafiq Hajat, Institute for Policy

Interaction (IPI)
9.30-10.30 Case studies and exercise Facilitators
10.30-11.00 TEA
11.00-13.00 Gender, work and enterprise Facilitators
13.00-14.00 LUNCH
14.00-15.00 Gender and the economics of

news- an introduction to the
audience research

Facilitators

15.00-16.30 Briefing on field work
17.00 Launch of the audience

research at the Victoria Hotel
GL

WEDNESDAY Field work
15.00 Report back and shaping

stories
Facilitators

THURSDAY Write up stories Participants
FRIDAY
8.00-9.30 Review stories Facilitators
9.30-10 Wrap up and closure Facilitators
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ANNEX C: LIST OF RESOURCE PERSONS

Presentation Date Time Presenters Contact
Official
Opening

Monday,
May 29,

2006

09h00-
09h30

Hon. David Faiti,
Minister of Economic
Planning and
Development

788888/08873779

1. Gender in
current
economic
planning
and thinking

Monday,
May 29,
2006

14h00-
15h00

John Ng’ambi, Min of
Economic Planning and
Development
- Nandin Patel,
chairperson, Institute
for Policy Interaction

ngambij@mepdgov.org
08632090

08203357
manfadini@yahoo.com
ipi@africa-online-net

2. The
budget
process:
where does
gender
come in?

Tuesday,
May 30,
2006

08h30-
09h30

Mavuto Bamusi
MEJN

Rafiq Hajat

Executive Director,
Malawi Economic Justice
Network
08892240
mbamusi@mejn.mw

ExecutiveDirector,
Institute for Policy
Interaction (IPI)
09968800 ipi@africa-
online.net

3. Business
women and
the media:
friends or
foes?

Monday,
May 29,
2006

09h30-
10h30

1. Chrissie
Katundu

2. Agrina Mussa

08203778/01536341

09265853/01677224
aggiemussa@yahoo.com
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ANNEX D

Malawi Business Unusual training
 29 May – 1st June 2006

Name Sex
M/F

Organisation Phone/Cell Fax E mail

Suleman Matola M Radio Islam 08 898 815; 08 875 467 01 645 728 smatola1979@yahoo.co.uk

Faith Chikoko F Freelance 01 665 237;  08 589 490 kanjetony@yahoo.com

Vincent Phiri M Capital Radio 09 241 754 01 623 382 Vphiri2002@yahoo.com

Charles Chisi M The Chronicles 09 677 460 01 755 748 charleschisi@yahoo.com

Frankie Mchenga M The Weekly News 08 305 188 01 824 071 fmchenga@yahoo.com

Susan Sisya F DBU (MBC) 09 205 391 01 676 651 schikuse@yahoo.com

Henry Haukeya M Joy Radio 09 551 688 01 638 329 haukeyah@yahoo.co.uk

Theresa Kasawala F Capital fm 09 929 764 01 623 382 trkasawala@yahoo.co.uk

Carol Govati F  Daily times 08 396 137 Carol_govati@yahoo.com

Edwin Nyirongo M The Nation 08 395 585 01 334 567 edwinnyirongo@yahoo.com

Tamanda Matebule M The Daily Times 01 871 663 tamatebule@yahoo.com

Tony Khoza M MIJ fm 09 326 046 01 675 649 Tonykhoza2005@yahoo.co.uk
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ANNEX E: Evaluations

Malawi Business Unusual training
29th May – 1st June 2006

Total respondents= 10
EXCELLE
NT

GOOD FAIR POOR VERY
POOR

1. PROGRAMME DESIGN 4 6
2. PROGRAMME CONTENT 6 4
3. FACILITATION 7 3
4. GROUP WORK 3 7
5. OUTPUTS vs EXPECTATIONS 4 5 1
6. LEARNING OPPORTUNITY 4 5 1
7. NETWORKING
OPPORTUNITY

3 7

8. ADMINISTRATIVE
ARRANGEMENTS

2 6 2

COMMENTS

1. Which session did you find most useful?  Why?
- I found business women and the media session most useful because as a

business and economic reporter, I did not find featuring of women in my
reporting valuable in motivating them to work hard in their field.

- Gender budgeting: the session covered almost everything that needs to be
known for mainstreaming of gender into every aspect and the impact depends
on money.

- Gender and the media in current economic planning and thinking, the budget
process: because has now taught me on how I can report on issues of the
nature.

- Lecture by Agrina Mussa who complained that the media tend to ignore women
achievements.  It brought food for thought to the media x2.

- Gender and the economics of news because it was focusing in important issues
that are often over looked by most professionals.

- All the sessions were good and useful and tackled issues journalists sideline in
reporting x2.

- All sessions but one that surpassed the other was a presentation by Samson
Lembani because of the psychological aspect involved in it.

- The gender budget: eye opener as we notice loopholes in our budget when it
comes to gender consideration and the role the media can play in reporting this
problem for the authorities to take action.

- The gender budget was an eye opener in terms of our national budget and its
relationship with gender.

2. Which session did you find least useful?  Why?
- None x4
- All session were important in my career as a reporter.
- Additional information: KAS media programme in Malawi was not necessary.
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- The budget process because there is much talk of the position of gender in the
budget but little is implemented to address gender concerns in the budget.

- Presentations by Bamusi and N’gambi was rather technical
-

3. Any other comments
- I would like to commend Gender Links in collaboration with Konrad Adenaur for

organizing the workshop. It has been an eye opener and it will help me to report
better with much consideration for women to achieve a gender balance.
However, I would like to ask them to continue with these workshops so that we
can enhance our reporting skills.

- In terms of how budget is developed, the workshop has been an eye opener and
the information will be very useful in production of programmes that change
people’s livelihoods.

- Thanks for the course, we expect more.
- Malawians are very much interested in political stories than poverty, gender and

human rights stories. Therefore, I would suggest that the media apart from
being trained to write gender stories should also be training on how to make
those stories interesting at attract from pages and capture reader’s interest.

- The workshops were very useful and hoping to see more of these in the future
x2

- The whole workshop was good but I am still looking forward for such kind of
workshops as learning never ends x2

- I thought there was little time to understand now issues deeply for what I would
describe as information.

- Need to have more workshops in order to iron out gender misconceptions.
- Need to have international workshops on gender in order for countries to share

experiences, that would journalists to write good stories which are gender
consideration
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REPORT OF THE MAAURITIUS BUSINESS UNUSUAL
WORKSHOP
15- 19 May
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This report covers the key activities and outputs of the Mauritius Business Unusual
training undertaken by Gender Links from 15-19 May with support from NIZA, in
collaboration with the Mauritius Media trust. The full programme of the workshop is
attached at Annex A. The workshop attracted 17 participants; seven men and ten
women (see Annex B). Evaluations of the workshop are attached at Annex D. GL
Executive Director Colleen Lowe Morna and MWO GEMSA Chair Loga co-facilitated the
course.

Introduction
Loga Virahsawmy

Your presence here is very significant. It means
that you too realise how this course is important.
How throughout the Southern African region
women are not visible enough in the media and
even less business women although they are at the
backbone of our economy – be it in the textile
industry, in the tourist industry, in the leather
industry or in the food industry. Women who lost
their jobs in the textile industries have found new
innovative ideas, new avenues and new challenges
to keep the pot boiling. But where are their voices?
Granted we have lots of portraits on women but do
we find them in the  mainstream news? Do we find them when there is a panel of
business person to talk on the economy, on finance, on the  budget, about globalisation.
Where are they when there is a vox pop on the budget?  We will analyse some of these
articles during the training course.

When we did our gender and media baseline in 2003, women voices in the economy
were heard at 4%. The figure has increased to 25% in the monitoring done in February
last year for the World Wide Monitoring Project. But knowing how we work at Gender
Links, I am pretty sure that after this course that this will figure will change. We will
soon embark on our  next baseline study. And the findings will tell us.

Four years ago when we did our reporting on gender violence training course in this
very same room, we saw a positive change in the style of reporting afterwards. We saw
more positive articles on both women and men. Women who were treated like victims
are now treated as survivors. There has been a change in language. Voices of women
moved from 17% to 24% in the latest monitoring we did.

We are very lucky to be associated with Gender Links, an organisation that believes in
training and research. Media Watch Organisation was born with the first training course
facilitated by Colleen and her colleague Ruth on reporting on gender violence. Some of
you participated in this training course. So you know how we work. The principle is the
same. The course will be run in all countries of the SADC.  L’Express will run our special
supplement and all articles that participants will write as part of this training will be
published in this special supplement. I would like to thank L’Express for this
collaboration. But unfortunately there is this but. The but is if participants do not write
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two more articles or produce two more stories on gender and the economy after this
course they will not be awarded  Certificates.

We are grateful to Anne Christine Fletcher, Managing Director of Romisco
International/Hemisphere Sud, the number one of leather in Mauritius; Jocelyne
Laurent, Managing Director of Eugenie Foodstuff, who recently received a prize for the
quality of  her foodstuff, Pat Enough of Craft Academy. Her pottery is now a reference
and the work she is doing in prisons and with the vulnerable groups cannot be
quantified in terms of money. And yet she is contributing towards the economy. And
who would say that quilts can be a good business in a tropical climate. But Ginette
Anodin of Cosicouette does it. All these ladies have kindly agreed to open their doors to
our participants on Wednesday and I thank them all.

From a participant at our  workshop last year on gender, media and politics prior to the
general elections, she is now Minister of Women’s Rights, Child Protection, Family
Welfare and Consumer Protection. In her capacity of Minister of gender and consumer
protection I am sure Ms Indira Seeburn will have a lot to share with us that will help
participants to start thinking of the wide variety of issues and the different angles they
can choose to write on the economy.

Before asking Ms Seebun to say a few words I would like to share with you some of the
finding of the global study, released in London on 16 February 2006. It is a snapshot of
the representation and portrayal of women and men in the news on one day of the year.
This study has been conducted every five years since the Fourth World Conference on
Women in Beijing in 1995. But Mauritius took part in this study for the first time. Audrey
D’Hotman, Executive Member of Media Watch Organisation,  headed the project and I
would like to thank her for her determination in getting the statistics sent on time.

Mauritius has made significant progress towards achieving greater gender balance in the
news and in newsrooms, but is still far achieving equality by any one of the measures
used in the third Global Media Monitoring Project (GMMP).

Women sources have increased from 17% in the regional Gender and Media Baseline
Study (GMBS) 2002 to 24% in the GMMP conducted across 76 countries in 2005. The
global average is 21% and this positions Mauritius 3rd in the SADC countries after South
Africa and Namibia.

We are really priviledged and proud to have with us this morning Rama Sithanen,
Minister of Finance.  Although I know you always keep to your word, I had my doubts
whether you would be able to find the time to be with us this morning. We all know that
you are burning the candle at both ends with the forthcoming budget and yet you did
find the time for us. But you always do. I am not right Colleen?

 The last time you were with us was for the workshop that Ms Seebun attended. We
were let down at the last minute because doing a workshop on gender and politics on
the eve of the elections was taboo. We were let down because of high politics.  I was in
turmoil. I talked to you on the telephone. You reassured me and told me not to worry.
The next morning you entered this very same room with your laptop in your hand doing
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this fantastic presentation on gender and politics. We all rushed after you to have a copy
of your presentation.

And today you are here on the eve of the budget. But we promise not to rush after you
to ask for tips on the budget. But I am sure the participants will have plenty of  tips on
how to report on gender and the economy.

Speech of Honourable Rama Sithanen, Deputy Prime Minister, Minister of
Finance and Economic Development

It is a pleasure for me to address you this morning
on the occasion of th4 opening of this training
workshop for the Media Practitioners on Gender
and Economic reporting and for the launch of The
Gender and Media Monitoring of Mauritius.

Gender has become a very important research
topic in the recent years as interest in the gender
issues has spread. It is encouraging to see that
inerest in gender issues is making progress in
Mauritius. It is equally encouraging to see that
there are organizations such as Gender Links and

Media Watch (GEMSA) and Media Trust to bring these issues in the lime light. To thrash
them out and to act on them. A special recognition to Gender Links for its pioneering
work to facilitate women’s empowerment, gender mainstreaming and the achievement
of gender equality in our region.

Economic reporting has made important progress in recent years, especially in the
media. There is definitely more and better economic reporting today than in the past.
This must be because our society has attained a higher level of sophistication in the
consumption of economic news, both local and international. Such news are an
important ingredient to decision making by individuals, private businesses as well as by
the public sector and government.

It must also be said that women are playing an increasingly important role in our
economy. They are challenging every area of economic activity. It is only right therefore
that the media gives more visibility to their contributions, their efforts, their successes
and their frustrations as well. Efforts are made to ensure that the voices of men and
women are equally heard on all subjects, including the economic reporting as giving
voice to all segments of society is intrinsic to participation, citizenship and democracy.

In fact we must build a nation without gender gaps. Gender gaps in education can delay
development. Differences in pay and in opportunities are unfair. So are gender
inequalities in access to the means of production and to finance. Where there are such
weaknesses in our society we must address them.

The gender dimensions of macroeconomic policies, budgets, trade, work and business
are not always well understood by policy makers, media decision makers and
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practitioners. Women play an extremely important role in our economies and yet this
contribution remains unrecognized, undervalued and invisible. Very rare is the economy
very rare is the economy seen through the gendered lens. For many poor women, the
distinction made in economic reporting between paid/economic and domestic/unpaid
work is artificial. Women’s unpaid work contributes significantly to household and
community welfare and economic advancement. Yet it is rarely quantified and generally
not included in national accounts.

It is important to organize, improve, develop and evaluate policy frameworks and
processes so that a gender equality perspective is incorporated in all policies, plans and
programmes at all levels and stages. Also we should enhance women’s ability to use and
control resources, influence opportunities and decisions so as to be on an equal footing
with men.

Government is conscious that it has to take a gender perspective in all its action and to
monitor its actions accordingly. The Medium Term Expenditure Framework within which
the national budget is being cast is an important tool that will be used to monitor and
measure the performance of our actions on reducing gender gaps. With MTEF we are
better equipped to assess the impact of our fiscal policies, government programmes and
projects on gender differentials. A number of sectors, including health, education and
social securities have data by gender. The MTEF and performance based budgeting
provide us with the necessary mechanism to disaggregate and analyze the data by
gender. For the 2006/2007 budget, a total of twelve ministries and departments are
included in MTEF we will be able to assess the outcomes of all expenditure programmes
on gender gaps. This is not too far down the road as we expect to bring all ministries
within MTEF in the 2007/2008 Budget.

On the reverse side, we will, as much as possible design policies that are gender neutral.
Where necessary we will put in place the required mechanism to ensure gender
neutrality in the implementation of the policies.

The Equal Opportunities Legislation is another major instrument that government will
use to ensure that men and women have equal chances to fully utilize their talents. This
legislation will be a key tool to fight gender-based discrimination. We are fully aware of
the various ways that women’s efforts can be frustrated. The most common of all is
discrimination in the labour market-lower pay for same work. The credit market can be
another source of frustration for women may be considered as higher risks and
therefore charged higher interest rates. These are but some examples and it is
government’s policy priority to rid our society of such discriminations.

There can also be external forces with a gender bias in their impact. Globalization is the
most prominent one. Mauritius is now experiencing high unemployment due to
significant job loses in the textile and clothing sector. This situation has important
employees who have lost their jobs in the export processing zone in the past five year.
As a result, the female unemployment rate is now much higher than the male’s
unemployment rate.
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The problem is compounded by the unequal distribution of the benefits of globalization
as well. In many countries the process has been too fast for many women to position
themselves for the new economic activities that are emerging. If the situation persists
many women in our country may loose their economic independence, poverty will rise
and there will be a widening of the wealth gap. This is an inescapable fallout of the
globalization process and a clear example of its unequal impact within countries.
Government is taking this problem very seriously for it is undermining our policy priority
to achieve a gender equality.

Mauritius is not the only one that is suffering. I hope hat the international community
takes into account this perverse effect of globalization and set up programmes to
prevent a global worsening of gender differences.

To restore the economic independence of the thousands of women who have lost their
jobs in the EPZ will be a challenging task. Most of them will not be able to return to the
same sector and so will need re-skilling. Many of them will have to start their own
businesses. Government will stand by their side. This is a challenge we have to take on.

We are working on a restructuring plan for the economy in which we will provide for
social safety nets especially for those who are loosing jobs in the transition from a
preference based development to a liberalized trading environment. We will need, as a
nation to make massive investment in production, in infrastructure and in training and
re-skilling. In that plan, we estimate that significant sums will be spent in training and
re-skilling of women over the next ten years. We want to correct the gender bias thrust
upon us by globalization process.

The press has a key role to play in shaping public opinion and attitude. Inspite of their
contribution in many spheres of life, the majority of news sources are men. We have to
eliminate blatant and subtle stereotypes when reporting on women. Too often women
are featured as either sex objects or as victims of violence or harassment in the media.
Even when in many countries the majority of media consumers is women. To have
greater balance, the media should develop gender policies and targets. For instance we
need to ensure that women have significant voices in radio talk shows and on TV. And
we have to fully embrace the slogan that ‘women and men make the news’. It is
absolutely necessary to organize in-service training and specialization reporting and
provide information tool on gender reporting so as to improve gender coverage and
mainstreaming in the media.

While more journalists have started writing about gender issues, there still exists a
considerate degree of lack of informed analysis on media reports focusing on gender
issues. There is therefore a need to empower journalists with additional skills and
current information on prevailing gender instruments to enhance their work as they
endeavour to write articles and produce programmes that can influence debate and
policy direction towards gender equality and equity. We should strengthen media’s
engagement in gender reporting so that it  becomes an ally with a key role in the
facilitation of women’s empowerment, gender mainstreaming and the achievement of
gender equality in our region.
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I would like to conclude by congratulating Gender Links, GEMSA and Media Trust for
organizing this workshop for having taken the initiative to publish manuals and
guidelines for media practitioners on how to mainstream gender within their institutions
and in their editorial products. Let me also wish all organizers and participants in this
workshop, successful deliberations.

I now have the pleasure to declare open the Training Workshop for Media Practitioners
on Gender and Economic Reporting.
Thank you.

Business women and the media: friends or foes?
Rekkha Cowaloosur

Defining the Business Woman
 In charge of running an enterprise
- be it self owned
- a private company
- an association/cooperative etc

 May be product or service oriented
 Present in any sector of economic activity

Activities of the Business Woman
 Primarily decision taking
 Management of resources – financial, technical, human etc
 Accountable to shareholders & directors
 Deals with customers, employees, unions, public bodies, institutions eg banks etc
 Interacts at all levels – management, employees, customers and public

The Media
 Can be in any form – written press and audio visual
 Objective of the media:

- to inform
- to educate
- to entertain

 Media – can be public and/or private owned

Friends or Foes
 Friends – conveys the connotation of familiarity, intimacy and special relationship

- privilege to make positive criticism
- can reflect a true image of reality
- counsel, guide, help, support
- provide comfort

 Friends or Foes
 Foes – generally seen as a negative party
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- may be an adversary
- does not have the interest of the concerned

   party
- finds pleasure in criticising, destroying and

   giving a negative image
- does not give a true perception of things

Role of Media in Business
 More focussed on the information aspect
 Information can be paid or of general interest
 Relays information as to the broad issues
 Technology advancement
 Innovations & Quality issues
 Info for Customer and Public

Gender Bias
 Some Questions:
 Does the Business woman require a compassionate media?
 Is there a need to have a positive bias?
 Should there be discriminatory practice in treatment of information?
 Does the business woman be treated differently ?

Conclusion
 My personal opinion is that the media must give an equal treatment in all matters
 There is no need to have a special treatment for one compared to another
 The business woman is guided by the same objectives of prospering her business –

similar to the media having to further its own objective

My personal observations
 I have seen the media giving a boost to upcoming new entrepreneurs
 There has been information shared on success stories
 This has led to our enterprise being known in the public
 Generally speaking the media has been a friend
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Gender in Current Economic Planning and Thinking:
The Mauritian Experience
By: H. Boolell
Ministry of Finance and Economic Development

It is now widely acknowledged that gender analysis and planning should be included in
all policies and programmes, whether at the micro or macro levels

 The Mauritian Context
 The post-independence era
 Four Decades

1st Decade: 1970 - 1980
Major changes at the national level:
Creation of the Ministry of Economic Planning
 Publication of Two Development Plans
 Creation of a Ministry for Women’s Affairs
The development of light manufacturing industries

1976: Free secondary education increased the access of girls to formal education
Girls’ educational opportunities were further improved with the opening of new
secondary schools for girls
International Front
The proclamation of the UN Decade for Women

1970-1980: The Centralised Approach

Two Development Plans:
 The 1971-1975 Four-Year Plan for Social and Economic Development devoted no

specific chapter to issues relating to women.
 However, the 1975-1980 Five-Year Plan contained a two-page chapter on ‘The

Role of Women’ which focused on general policy initiatives.
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A comprehensive review of legislation in relation to women’s rights was undertaken to
ensure the elimination of elements of discrimination. Approach towards gender issue
rather centralised.

1980-1990: The Consultative Approach

A Ministry for Women’s Rights and Family Affairs was created in June1982 to further the
cause of women, eradicate all forms of discrimination and ensure that women were
given equal opportunities to play their role in nation-building Deputation of Economists
to line Ministries

Two Development Plans:
 The 1980-1982 Two-Year Plan for Economic and Social Development contained a

chapter entitled ‘Women and Development’
 Employment Pattern: By 1980, women constituted about 23% of the total labour

force, compared to 19% in 1970

Percentage employment in:
 Primary sector declined from 14.4% to 8.2%
 Secondary sector increased from 1.2% to 10.2%

Specific gender needs reflected in document
Employers were:
 Encouraged to provide child care facilities at the workplace

requested to allow family planning and social workers to educate
 women in home economics and family life during lunch hours

requested to provide for canteens in large establishments

Informal Education:
Opening up of vocational centres for girls
The 1984-1986 Development Plan laid emphasis on ‘Women and Family Welfare’
Following the decade of industrialisation, policy makers recognised the need to
incorporate measures specifically related to the protection of children and the family
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1990-2000: The Participatory Approach
 Planning and coordination cells set up within line Ministries
 Institutional and legal framework mostly in place
 Emphasis on micro and sectoral planning

A White Paper on Women in Development was prepared in 1995 with the objective of
developing an overall policy framework for the empowerment of women.
A National Gender Action Plan was approved in December 1999, with the integration of
gender issues into the mainstream of Government and private sector activities as one of
its main objectives.

A National Long Term Perspective Plan in the form of Vision 2020 recognises that:

One of the major challenges of future development is to enable the labour force
participation of women in  a manner which is socially sustainable.
The interface between home and work needs to be improved as it is a crucial issue in
combining multiple responsibilities.

2000-To date: The Demand-Driven Approach

 Realisation of Vision 2020 – Into the Third Millennium
 New Economic Agenda also geared towards the consolidation of legislation and

improvement of the role of women in development , social and educational
spheres

 Ministry of Finance and Ministry of Economic Development merged into a single
Ministry

 Women today constitute 50.5% of the population and 33.6% of the labour force
(1970 - 19% of the labour force)
There has been an evolution in the employment of females by sector, with a
gradual shift away from the primary towards the secondary and tertiary sectors
The 2005/2010 Government Programme states that actions towards the social,
economic and political empowerment of women will be sustained
A National Policy on the Family will be adopted to reinforce the institution of the
family -
National Policy Paper on the Family launched today
Today there is a full-fledged Ministry of Women’s Rights, Child Development,
Family Welfare & Consumer Protection (MWRCDFWCP) which elaborates policies
and programmes through a botttom-up approach, aided by a networking process

 A Gender Focal Point system is currently being consolidated by the MWRCDFWCP

 Monitoring and evaluation:
The Medium Term Expenditure Framework (MTEF) exercise combines policy
making and measurable deliverables, thereby ensuring that scarce resources are
used efficiently.

There are certain problems and realities which cannot be overcome irrespective of
the extent of economic planning and it is up to religious leaders, elders, parents and
other members of civil society to assume their responsibility.
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Globalistion has had a negative effect on women

 Definition of Globalisation
 Effects of Globalisation on women
 Are they negative?
 Are there positive aspects
 Women’s  future of Globalisation

Definition of Globalisation
The IMF defines globalisation as: “the growing economic interdependence of countries
worldwide through increasing volume and variety of transactions in goods and services,
free international capital flows and more rapid and widespread diffusion of technology”.

The International Forum on Globalisation defines it as “the present worldwide drive
towards a globalised economic system dominated by supranational corporate trade and
banking institutions that are not accountable to democratic processes or national
governments”.

Globalisation is the umbrella effect, “economic, political, cultural and technological”
which today is transforming our economy and our mode of living and thinking.

The pyramid of world relations

 For some women, joining the global workforce threatens their right ever to have
children

 For others, it means neglecting the children they are working to feed

 For others, still, joining the workforce to do jobs with precise instructions as to
lo each task is to be carried out has made become robots (teaching which,
once, was required particular skills, innovation, creativity of the teacher has
become mechanical)

 Computers which revolutionalised the world of technology has made lives of
women mere stressful and demanding

 The education required by global capitalisation is not one that open the  minds
or teaches children to analyse and question

 Global capitalisation requires adaptable workers with the right attitudes for the
work place

 So teachers are not told how to teach, what to teach, for how long and in what
order and pace

 Eating out which used to be once a year event has now regular feature and
convenience food, Mc Donald’s, Pizza prepared vegetables and salads have
replaced mum’s rice porridge, “rotis” and “bhagis”
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Effects of Globalistaion on Women
Positive Effects of Globalisation
Economic Effect
 International trade has grown at a much faster rate than the growth in the world

economy
 There is an increase in the international flow of capital from one country to another

including foreign direct investment
 The global economy has created global institutions such as WTO, OPEC etc
 The financial system is increasingly becoming global
 International organisations, WTO, WIPO, IMF etc have become now more concerned

with the global economy
 Multinational Corporations are having avenues for outsourcing production which

require more labour and thereby providing employment.

Cultural effect

 Greater international cultural
exchange

 Multiculturalism and access to
cultural diversity.  Instead of
homogenisation, we

 are now witnessing hybridisation
which is not necessarily a bad thing.
Old cultures

 are being revived with a modern
twist

 Greater international travel and
tourism

 Greater immigration, including illegal
immigration

 Spread of local foods to other countries (Chinese, Indian, Pizza etc)
 Spread of religion and a set of universal values and philosophies which are bringing

the world’s people closer together

Technological Effect
Development of a global telecommunications infrastructure and greater transborder date
flow using such technologies as the Internet, Communication satellite and telephones

Conclusion
 Women are now a permanent part of the global workforce.
 Women can make a change that show that another world is possible: a world

which put people first before profit:
 A world where women capacity to bear and have children will be considered as a

wonderful contribution to the society,
 a world that will recognise that without caring and nurturing the world will have a

generation of self destructing delinquents.
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 Globalisation offers both threats and possibilities.  Let us recognise that it is here to
stay and that we must play the game, turn it to our advantage or lose out
completely.

Gender-Responsive Budgeting (GRB)
Dr. Magda Verdickt, UNDP

Background Gender
 International Instruments
 Beijing Platform for Action: commitment
 CEDAW: ratified in 1985
 Commonwealth Plan of Action on Gender and Development: signed in 1995
 SADC Heads of State Gender and Development Declaration: signed in 1997
 Indices
 Gender Development Index (GDI) Rank: 54
 Gender Development Index: (GDI) value: 0.781

Gender issues
 Rising unemployment especially among women (5,8% for males, 16,5% for

females): need for high-tech skills in future. (Source: Labour force, Employment
and Unemployment – 2005, CSO).

 Feminisation of Poverty (23% of female-headed households < MRs 4000 = US$
130) in 2001/2002.      (Source: CSO, Household Budget Survey, 2001/02).

 Gender-inequality in decision-making (17% in National Legislative Assembly,
5.8% in higher positions) (Source: Central Statistics Office, Continuous Multi-
Purpose Household Survey, 2005).

 Absence of women in Press (Media Watch - GEMSA)
 Girl Child: Adolescent Fertility Rate: 36/1000.

- 30 births come from adolescents of less than 15 years, each year in
Mauritius (Source: Ministry of Health and CSO publication)

Gender-Responsive Budgeting (GRB)
 Mainstream gender into macroeconomic policies and in particular in the National

Budget
 Examines how budgetary allocations affect the economic and social opportunities

of women and men
 GRB = bottom line for gender mainstreaming
 Consistency!

Government gender-sensitive expenditures
 Gender specific expenditures
 Expenditures that promote gender equity within the public service
 General or mainstream expenditures (99%)
 GRB Tools
 Gender-aware medium-term economic policy framework
 Gender-aware policy appraisal
 Gender-disaggregated beneficiary assessment
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 Public expenditure incidence analysis
 Gender-aware budget statement
 Medium-Term Expenditure Framework (MTEF)
 Three years estimates
 Rolling
 Transparency increases
 Programme budgeting (not bookkeeping !!!)
 Recurrent and capital budget into a single budget
 GRB fits in well !!!

Gender-responsive Budgeting (GRB) – the Mauritius experience
 December 2001: training and advocacy
 CABINET DECISION: Constitution of a High-Level Committee (HLC) on GRB in

January 2002
 Link with the NGAP objectives
 GRB Action Plan
 HLC: formulation of an Action Plan and monitor its implementation analyze

existing budgetary provisions of each ministry and make recommendations for
budgetary provisions on a gender responsive Basis

 Gender Focal Point system (?)
 Statistical Data Collection to examine sex-dis-aggregation
 Time Use Survey: valuation of unpaid non-market household activities ----

published by CSO early 2005
 Approved in November 2003 by Cabinet
 Two-phase (18 months)
 Phase I: Pilot
 Part 1: MOW
 Part 2: Health, Education, VAW, Economic Empowerment, Girl Child
 Part 3: Overall assessment of analysis made in 1 & 2 (cabinet memo)
 (Phase II: Up-scaling of Pilot
 Part 1: Other Ministries
 Part 2: Preparation of a Responsive Budget for financial year + consultations
 Part 3: Monitor initial implementation stages of NB)

Reflections
 Ministry of Finance and Economic Development!
 Highly technical
 Budget officers
 Report back to Commonwealth Secretariat (commitment signed)
 MTEF – related and can be incorporated

Role of Civil Society
 Lobbying mechanisms
 Gender Budget Watches
 Take gender budgets to the people (districts)
 Support Government in collecting, updating and/or disseminating sex

disaggregated data
 Other
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 GRB Technical Team
 Core team of technicians (economists, financial analysts, statisticians and

Ministerial officers)  budget officers
 Carry out a three-pronged analysis

- Economic, financial and statistical
 Apply concepts, methodology and tools of GRB
 Compare with good practices elsewhere !!!
 Examine what works and what not: Uganda, India, Malaysia, Australia (1980s),

Canada (1993), South Africa (1995) …

Women’s Empowerment through Gender Budgeting initiative
S. D. Jugmohun

What is Gender budgeting?
 A strategy for ensuring Gender Sensitive Resource Allocation  and a tool for

engendering macro economic policy.
 Covers assessment of gender differential impact of Government Budgets and

policies (Revenue and Expenditure)
 Enables Tracking and Allocating resources for women empowerment
 Opportunity to determine real value of resources allocated  to women

National budget & Gender budgeting

 The budget is the most important policy instrument of any government.
 It is through the public budget that the political authorities:

o  shape social and economic development,
o decide priorities for action and
o  determine needs-based redistribution criteria for society.

 However, public budgets are not gender-neutral in their effects.
 National budget & Gender budgeting
 They affect men and women in different ways, in terms of both revenue and

expenditure.
 Introducing a gender perspective into all levels of the public budgeting process –

“gender budgeting” – is thus becoming an important tool making it possible:
o  to measure the impact of public policies on citizens of different sexes,
o  to restructure revenues and spending,
o  to reduce socio-economic inequalities between men and women.

What is Gender Budgeting?

 A gender budget is not a separate budget for women.
 An approach used to highlight the gap between policy statements and the

resources committed to their implementation.
 The issue is not whether we are spending the same on women and men, but

whether the spending is adequate to women and men's needs.
 Gender budgets are a tool for testing a government's gender mainstreaming

commitments
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What is gender budgeting?
 A strategy for ensuring Gender Sensitive Resource Allocation and a tool for

engendering macro economic policy.
 Covers assessment of gender differential impact of Government Budgets and

policies (Revenue and Expenditure)
o Enables Tracking and Allocating resources for women empowerment
o Opportunity to determine real value of resources allocated  to women

The gender budgeting: objectives
 Most gender budgeting initiatives have three core goals. They seek:
 mainstream gender issues within government policies,
 promote greater accountability for governments' commitment to gender equality,
 change budgets and policies.

The gender budgeting: benefits
 Gender budgeting is a tool that can advance various government objectives such

as equitability, transparency, efficiency and accountability in the use and
distribution of resources.

 Equitability of:
o budget policies
o opportunity
o taking better account of the differing needs of women and men within

the economy and society

 Efficiency of:
o use of public spending
o distribution of resources and services targeting men and women
o  improvement of public services in line with differing needs of women and

men within
 Transparency of:

o public revenue and expenditure
o public policies implemented by national, regional and local authorities.

 Relevant of GB in different types of budget
 Budgets are:
 Line item budgeting focuses on limits to expenditure

2. Performance budgeting: relationship between what govt does at what cost.
 Programme budgeting focuses more effectiveness on expenditure
 Zero based budgeting: set at zero at the beginning of each year
 Relevant of GB in different types of budget
 Output and outcomes budgeting:

- link to medium term expenditure framework (MTEF)
- focuses budget on decision making & govt. accountability on three core

issues:
- outcomes influence of govt. on community accent output how to achieve

the influence
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- Performance indicators whether the influence had been achieved in an
efficient and effective manner

- It has a people/centred approach
 The Mauritian experience (August 2003)
 Mauritius has made commitment to introduce gender budgeting implementation.
 Phase 1: Pilot project divided into 2 parts:

- Part1: analysis of budgets on gender perceptive of Ministry of Women
Rights

 - Part 2: analysis of budgets on mainstream of Ministries (M/Health,
M/Employment,

 M/PMO/Police)

Objectives of this part:
- to identify gender responsiveness,
- to identify strengths, weaknesses and recommend recorrective measures.

 Phase 2: Involves upscaling to pilot project to cover all Ministries.
 Only part1 of phase 1 has been covered.
 Other parts and phase have been postponed owing to following difficulties:

o Lack of feedback to fed into 2005-2006 budget
o Lack of awareness of Ministries objectives
o Lack of trained staff to sustained

WWhhaatt ddooeess aa GGRRBB ddoo??

A gender-responsive budget is an important mechanism for ensuring greater consistency
between economic goals and social commitments.

It provides a means for determining the effect of government revenue and expenditure
policies on the economic and social opportunities of women and men.

GGRRBB iinn MMaauurriittiiuuss
o Mauritius officially committed itself to adopting a gendered approach in the handling

of economic, social, cultural and political issues through its formal undertaking to
implement the resolutions emanating from the 1995 Fourth World Conference on
Women in Beijing

o As a member of the SADC and the COMESA, Mauritius is also committed to
promoting gender equality both within Mauritius and throughout the region

o Mauritius is committed to carrying out GRB as a member of the Commonwealth
Meeting of Ministers of Finance

o High Level Committee (HLC) for Gender Responsive Budgeting set up by Cabinet
decision with a 3-year mandate (January 2002 to December 2004)

The terms of reference were:
o finalise the proposed 3-year Action Plan on GRB
o monitor the activities to be undertaken under the Action Plan
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o The final Action Plan, approved by Cabinet in November 2003, was divided into:
 Phase 1: Pilot Project:focus on MWRCDFW and key ministries
 Phase 2: Up-scaling of Pilot Project to all ministries
 Composition of the HLC
- The Chairperson
- Members:

 One representative of:
- the Prime Minister’s Office
- the Ministry of Finance
- the Ministry of Women’s Rights, Child Development & Family

Welfare
- The Ministry of Economic Development, Financial Services &

Corporate Affairs
- the University of Mauritius
- the Central Statistics Office
- The United Nations Development Programme
- Association Entreprendre au F…minin Oc…an Indien

GGRRBB iinn MMaauurriittiiuuss:: wwhhaatt hhaappppeenneedd??

o First step: review of existing situation in the light of previous initiatives to
start gender mainstreaming and gender budgeting processes since Beijing
Conference

o Three main findings:
o Network of Gender Focal Points throughout the ministries set up as part

of the implementation of the National Gender Action Plan no longer
functioning.

o Earlier pilot project involving 4 main ministries, Agriculture, Education,
Health and Social Security not completed

o Need to collect more sex disaggregated data in order to carry out full
gender analysis.

Second step: in an attempt not to reinvent the wheel the HLC decided to:
o Revive the GFP network in all ministries
o Address the need to collect more sex disaggregated data in order to carry

out
o full gender analysis

The main GRB Action Plan
 Took 2 years to finalise for practically all the reasons identified as Challenges by the

Commonwealth Secretariat paper.
 Decision taken to focus first on the MWRCDFW given its pivotal role promoting

women’s issues – even though gender is much more than that.
 Fortunate decision as it showed just how much the MWRCDFW is expected to deliver

with one of the smallest budget allocations.
 Situation contrary to GRB initiatives elsewhere: To mainstream GRB successfully,

Ministry of Women advocates and the main operational ministries deliver.
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Achievements:
 GFPs were appointed in all ministries
 Workshop on their role in the GRB initiative held in 2002
 Issues raised: continuity, work load, accountability
 Time Use Survey carried out in 2003 by the CSO as part of the Continuous
 Multi-Purpose Household Survey 2003
Interesting data collected about:
 The pattern and distribution of different types of productive and non-productive

activities across socio-economic categories, age, gender
 Measurement and better understanding of unpaid and underpaid work, as well as

what is counted or undercounted in economic activities
 BUTdetailed in-depth interpretation of data not done for lack of expertise in TUS

Challenges
 Lack of continuity in the Core Team
 Representatives from the ministries not having necessary information and knowledge

about full range of activities and finances in their ministry.

Proposed way forward
Continued focus on five agencies identified in Part 2 of the Pilot Project as GRB analysis
was incomplete and insufficient number of officials trained to ensure continuity

Formal recommendations
- Phase 2 of Action Plan not implemented in immediate future
- GRB initiative relocated to the Ministry of Finance and Economic development
  as from January 2005
- For the 2005-2006 Budget, the GRB initiative restricted to the ministries and
  agencies involved in the Pilot Project
- The gender budget statements prepared during the Pilot Project to be finalised
   and included in the preparation of the 2005-2006 Budget
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ANNEX A: PROGRAMME
Media Trust, River Court, St. Denis Street, Port Louis

TIME TOPIC WHO
Mon 15th May
8.30-9.00 Registration
9.00-9.30 Official opening

(Launch of Mauritian Report
of GMMP)

Hon. I. Seebun, Minister of Women’s Rights,
Child Development, Family Welfare and
Consumer Protection
Hon. R. Sithanen, Minister of Finance

9.30-10.30 Business women and the
media: friends or foes?

Ms. Ginette Anaudin, Managing Director, Cosi
Couette Ltd., past president of Mauritian
Association of Women Chief Enterprises
Association
Ms. Rekkha Cawaloosur, Managing Director,
Arvani Ltd
Ms Nivedita Nathoo, Chairperson of National
Women Entrepreneur Council and Managing
Director of Surya Spa
Ms. Anne Christine Fletcher, Managing Director
Romisco International and Hemisphere Sud
Chair : Dr. Ameenah Sorefan

10.30-11.00 TEA
11.00-12.00 Key concepts Colleen Lowe Morna, ED, Gender Links
12.00-13.00 Case studies: Gender in the

economy and development
Colleen Lowe Morna, ED, Gender
Links/participants

13.00- 14.00 Lunch
14.00-15.30 Panel: Gender in current

economic planning and
thinking

Ms Hema Boolell, Assistant Director, Ministry
of Finance and Economic Development
Ms Pamela Bappoo-Dundoo, Eco Counsellor,
National Coordinator, UNDP-GEF, Small Grants
Programme
Ms Nita Deerpalsing, Deputy Chairperson,
Commision for the Democratisation of the
Economy

Chair : Ms Audrey D’Hotman de Villiers

15.30-16.00 TEA

16.00-17.00 Debate: Globalisation has had
a negative effect on women

Ms. Sharda Dindoyal, Director, Internal Affairs,
Mauritius Revenue Authority
Ms Danielle Wong, Director, MEPZA
Ms. Jane Ragoo, Trade Union Adviser
Personal testimony   by a woman affected by
globalisation

Chair : Ms Anushka Coy
Tue 16th May
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8.30-9.30 The budget process; where
does gender come in

Dr. Magda Verdickt, Senior Programme
Manager, UNDP
Ms. Shakuntala Jugmohan, Director Designate,
Tax Payers Services, Mauritius  Revenue
Authority
Ms. Patricia Day Hookoomsing, Managing
Director CCL

Chair : Ms Saskia Naidoo
9.30-10.30 Case studies and exercise Participants
10.30-11.00 TEA
11.00-13.00 Gender, work and enterprise Colleen Lowe Morna, ED, Gender

Links/participants
13.00-14.00 LUNCH
14.00-15.00 Gender and the economics of

news- an introduction to the
audience research

Colleen Lowe Morna, ED, Gender Links

15.00-16.30 Briefing on field work Colleen Lowe Morna, ED, Gender Links

Wed 17th May Field work All participants
15.30 Report back and shaping stories All participants
Thu 18th May Write up stories All participants
Fri 19th May
8.30 Review stories
11.00 Wrap up and closure
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ANNEX B: PARTICIPANTS

Mauritius BU Training 15 – 19th May 2006

Participants Media Email  Tel Fax
Rishi Ramnauth News on Sunday rrr333@rediffmail.com 211 5905 211 7302

Sylvio Sundanun La Vie Catholique rrr333@rediffmail.com 211 5905 211 7302

Jean Marie St
Cyr

28 route Nicolay, Port
Louis

zanmari71@yahoo.fr

Eric Meyepa Radio Plus
Labourdonnais Street,
Port Louis

foxclumad@yahoo.fr 788 7152

Mariam Goodur Impact News/Sada
E Urdu/MBC Board
12 St. Francois Xavier,
Port Louis

733 2046 241 8560

Joelle Atisse MBC Radio jatisse@yahoo.fr 783 8067

Shirley Chamroo MBC Radio shirlchumroo@yahoo.co.uk 751 4430 602 1261

Farah Foondun MBC television f.foondun@gmail.com 602 1261

Deenesh
Seeharry

MBC television(FR) dseeharry@yahoo.com

R. Domun MBC (Samachar)
S. Appadoo MBC (English)

Pasteur Street, Forest
Side

Priscilla
B.Moothien

Freelance/former
Vie Catholique
Sable Noir, GRNW

Tcb.ltee@intnet.mu 208 3901
765 6791

Kathleen Pierre Week End
St. Georges Street,
Port Louis

756 4479
207 8293

208 3248

Corina Julie L’Express Dimanche corinajulie@yahoo.com 206 9616

Nicolas Atchiane Rue des Oursins, Riche
Terre

Sharon
Boyjonauth

Le Matinal
AAPCA House, 6 Rue
La Poudriere, P-L

Sharon.b@lematinal.com 207 0915

Marie Annick
Savripene

L’Express
ma.savripene@lexpress.mu

206 8372 247 1010

Le Defi Labourdonnais Street,
Port Louis
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ANNEX C
EVALUATION FORM

(Total =17)
EXCELLENT GOOD FAIR POOR VERY

POOR
1. PROGRAMME DESIGN 4 8
2. PROGRAMME CONTENT 5 6 1
3. FACILITATION 3 6 1
4. GROUP WORK 4 5 2
5. OUTPUTS vs EXPECTATIONS 5 3 3
6. LEARNING OPPORTUNITY 6 6
7. NETWORKING
    OPPORTUNITY

10 1 1

8. ADMINISTRATIVE
    ARRANGEMENTS

4 7 1

COMMENTS

Which session did you find most useful?  Why?
- Entrepreneur (panel)
- Analysis of the different print and electronic coverage. It has been means to

evaluate our plus-side as well as our weaknesses
- Session with Colleen was very enriching for me.
- The session of gender responsive budget was the area where I required

certain knowledge and more explanation.
- Most sessions were useful because as a freelance journalist, I learnt many

things on gender issues.
- Business women and the media friends or foes?
- Session on globalization. It was very useful and it opened my eyes on things

that are so evident.
- Women and the media, gender and economics
- Panel discussions and the interactive approach towards learning and the very

enriching and valuable inputs from Colleen and Loga
- Panels of discussions
- La rentante avec les femmes cret-d’entreprse. Ce e permis de mien

comprerdre on aider – pendre conscience du role de lo femme dans lo
societe et l’ecenomic

Which session did you find least useful?  Why?
- There has not been any lest useful sessions because it was well planned and

scheduled.
- The workshop as a whole has been very enriching to me.
- I am more of a “literaine” and some economic sessions were a bit difficult for

me to follow.
- None x2
- The opening ceremony
- The technical parts regarding the budget
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Any other comments
- I would have liked to be given the opportunity to participate in other sessions

organized by Media watch and Gender links South Africa. Hats off to Ms
Colleen and Loga for the work they have done to organize such a workshop.
A special to MP Husseny of Media Trust for his contribution.

- I hope to participate in a workshop as enriching as this one in future.
- Keep up the good work. Thanks!
- It would be most useful of the course could be in French.
- It was a very useful workshop, hoping to attend another one soon.
- There should be more group work. The training session was too short. The

workshop was an excellent means for me to broaden my horizons;
concerning gender and the economy.

- I did not like the fact that the deputy was here in the capacity of the Vice
president of NEC as one of the panelist. I think that men should have
participated.

- None
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REPORT OF BUSINESS UNUSUALGENDER AND ECONOMIC
REPORTING TRAINING WORKSHOP

SEYCHELLES
3 JUNE TO 7 JUNE 2007
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Synopsis

This report covers the key activities and outputs of the Seychelles Business Unusual
training undertaken by Gender Links from 3-7 June with support from the NIZA. The full
programme of the workshop is attached at Annex A. The workshop attracted nine
participants; 3 men and 6 women (see Annex B). Evaluations of the workshop are
attached at Annex C. Loga Virahsawmy and Marie Annick Savripene from Mauritius
facilitated the workshop.

Introduction

On behalf of Gender Links Loga Virahsawmy, made the opening remarks and gave
details on the workshop. In her address she talked about the important role of women
in the economy and how media practitioners should work towards ending the gender
gap in economic reporting as giving voices to all segments of society is intrinsic to
participative democracy.

Loga went on to say that the Gender and Economic Training programme is to empower
journalists with skills to enhance their work in good reporting where all voices are heard.
She shared with guests and participants that when the Mauritian Minister of Finance
opened the same workshop in Mauritius prior to the budget speech in parliament he
promised to breach the gender gap by putting an empowerment fund in the budget. He
said that 85% of those who lost their jobs in the EPZ were women and he took a
commitment to help them. The Minister of Finance kept his word and earmarked a sum
of 7 billion rupees in the budget for the empowerment fund. The Government has also
taken the engagement to put a conducive environment in place of those women. Proper
mechanisms with training facilities and experts from abroad have been identified to help
them setting up their own businesses and to encourage those already in employment or
have their own businesses to be more professional.

Marie Antoinette Alexis, Principal Secretary of the Department of Social Services and
Chair of the Gender Steering Committee officially launched the workshop.
In her address Alexis said that the workshop was twofold. (1) promoting the integration
of a gender perspective into the production and use of media and (2) eliminate gender
stereotypes as a barrier to the full participating of men and women in the economy. She
added that challenging gender stereotypes and the economic empowerment of women,
especially at the decision making level, remains at the forefront of her work for gender
equality and equity.

“We need to eliminate the use of stereotypes of men and women in the media, because
of the perpetuation of negative gender stereotypical images can restrict the social,
political and economic opportunity for both men and women.” Alexis said before adding
that the media has the power to either enforce negative gender stereotypes or challenge
them. She quoted Article 5 of CEDAW which calls on State parties to take appropriate
measures to eliminate prejudices and practices based on stereotyped roles of men and
women. She also talked about the credibility and the efficiency of the media as effective
tools to get the job right. She concluded by reminding the audience that the media has
the potential to set off a “Chain Reaction” to propel the ideal of gender equality into the
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society and for media to set parameters of public debate and be instrumental in solving
gender-related problems in a wide number of sectors.

The official launch had a good media coverage by the Seychelles Television, Radio and
the newspaper nation.

Business women and the media : friends and foes

All presentations and discussions were in Creole. The sessions were very informal with
no submission of papers.

Daisy Romain of Daisy’s Upholstery, Anita Gardner of Curiosity Shop and Josianne Gerry
of JG Boutique were all unanimous in saying that business women in Seychelles get
better media coverage when they do local crafts rather than those who sell imported
goods.

Josianne Gerry does not get the media coverage that she feels she should have. She
imports material for her ready made clothes. She employs nine persons including four
men. The only time that she got media coverage was when she started using recycled
bags and bambous hangers. “A journalist from the Nation newspaper came to see me
regarding the use of recycled materials. It would be good if the media can play its role
and bring forward business women who are really committed in their work.”

Daisy Romain believes that it is important for business women to make the effort of
making themselves known. 15 years ago when she started with her business she was
shy to talk to the media. ‘I put advertisement in the Nation newspaper which I continue
to do especially when I have new products to put on the market. It is only when I
became a brand that I started to talk to the media and this helped me to overcome by
shyness.”

Knowing that she presents well on television Anita Gardner has had excellent media
coverage. She has also a good relationship with journalists. This may also be due to the
fact that her two shops are situated in strategic places where all the filming gets done.
The other reason she believes is that she followed a course in business management
including relationship with the media. “ This helped me to know how to use the media
to get free publicity whenever I have a new product to offer. I do this on a regular basis
and latest being when I came up with news ideas regarding recycled materials. I make
my own jewelry and clothes. During the Creole Festival I organise fashion shows and I
work in collaboration with the authorities.” She advised business women not to be shy in
front of the camera. She has started a social project with deaf children who are in
majority girls and the media is interested in this kind of project.

Josianne Gerry on the other hand believes that the media looks for the easy way out.
Even though she tries her best she has not had good media coverage.  “I have tried
everything and at the end of the day I do not know how to get journalists interested.”
She was astonished when the media did not mention that the dress of Miss Seychelles
was made from materials from her shop.
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In response to Gerry participant Rachel Marie explained that there are so many women
in business that the media does not know where to start. Her colleague, Julianne
Auguste, maintained that very often women refuse to give their names to the media.
Another journalist Marceline Evenor argued that even if she wanted to meet Gerry she is
sure that  the dressmaker would not have thought to mention where the material comes
from. Her colleague Marie Annette Ernesta believes that it is for women to make
themselves known in the media before adding that Gerry is not creative as she imports
her raw materials. “It is for you to put pressure on the media. If you do not
communicate, do not look for a journalist to promote your business, you won’t get any.
You must be proactive.”

On a question on how she handles multiple roles, Romain explained that she has no
time for herself. “ I do not go to the gym. I have no social life and I even forgot my
baby in the kindergarten once. To tell you how much I am busy with my business.”

Neither Gerry nor Romain have the support of their partners while Gardner confirms that
money is no longer her priority and as such it is easier for her.

Romain does not hesitate in saying that her husband bears her grudge for the success
of her business while Gerry talked about tense relationships although she and her
partner manage the business together. Successful business men in Seychelles are big
headed, she said.

“Although I have made myself a name, I am the same person”. Gerry assured the
participants. She is the one who controls the finance although her partner is in the same
business.

Key Concepts – Roles of women and men in Seychelles society

The gender concept had to be explained as some participants thought it meant to be
either men or women.

The roles of boys and girls, men and women are different in Seychelles compared to the
Southern African region. While boys are still not encouraged to do household chores
compared to girls, the girls do far much better in school and get better jobs but always
stereotypical ones like nurses, secretaries etc. Most of the businesses in Seychelles are
headed by women. Seychelles is a country where gender stereotypes are being
challenged. With professional women on the increase sometimes men have to stay at
home to look after the children. Four years ago a  Father’s Association was set up to
give support to the men being sent to court by their partners as judgment were in
favour of women. Today this association advises both men and women. Gender violence
is very much present as some men cannot accept the social status of their partners.

Quantatitative analysis were done on a wide variety of articles from Seychelles and
Mauritius. Angles, voices, pictures, box facts, etc were all discussed. It was noted that
nearly all articles in Seychelles are event driven.
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Has globalisation had a negative effect on women

These two sessions were merged into one and it was a discussion between participants
and panelists. The panelists were: Rose Mary Elizabeth, Women’s Educator and member
of the National Gender Steering Committee, Tessa Siu from the Social Affairs
Department, Jacques Koui, Gender Lecturer at the National Institute for Education,
Pascal Marie, Information Education Communication Officer of the Social Affairs
Department and Reginald Elizabeth,Chairperson of Father’s Association.

Panelists unanimously agreed that both men and women are affected in one way or the
other by globalisaion and Seychelles is not an exception.

Jacques Koui highlighted that although the concept of equal opportunities is mentioned
in the Constitution of Seychelles and the country has ratified CEDAW as well as the
Convention on the Rights of the Child, gender inequality is still present. “ It is good that
equal rights are mentioned in the supreme law of the country but this must be
translated into action. There must be access of opportunities and benefits.”

Rose Mary Elisabeth believes that glabalisation affects women who are not present in
the professional arena in Seychelles. According to her Careers’ Guidance is very
important so as to integrate women in fields where they are absent. Tessa Siu highlights
the paradox between development and globalisation in Seychelles. Development and
globalisation have helped to empower women in the economy as women have been able
to find work especially in service delivery. While girls do better than boys at schools they
find themselves with stereotypical jobs but this economic independence has created
gender related problems including domestic violence. She believes that the media has
an important role to play in preventing gender violence.

According to Pascal Marie, globalisation has penalised women in Seychelles as the
market is small. Seychelles does not export which makes it difficult to compete with
external markets. “We should not critise imported labour and non Seychellois who have
agreed to work in the country.” Siu agrees with that statement and went on to add “on
the countrary we should ask the Government to revise the conditions of work of the
foreign workers as they are exploited.” Globalisation has encouraged migration from the
North to the South of the island with the result of a break down in the family structures
and children are left to fend for themselves.

Pascal Marie believes that the media must look at globalisation at different angles in
their articles so that to highlight on the negative side and alert public opinion. Gender is
not taken into account in the national budget although there is a National Gender
Steering Committee.  The media must question what this committee has done up to now
said Elisabeth. As for Koui without a National Gender Policy it is difficult to elaborate on
the politics of gender.

The Gender Secretariat has several times asked for a proper budget said  Siu. A budget
will not only have a multiplying effect on lobbying but a full time consultant can be
employed so that the latter can collect scientific data. “It is with concrete datas that
policy makers can take decisions.”
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Pascal Marie believes that the gender concept is not well understood by the majority of
people including people in power. They mix gender and feminism. The same attitudes
are found among managers of the private sectors said Siu. To change this attitude Pasca
Marie believes it is important to use a language that people will understand and do a
time use survey with both men and women doing the same job and compare
responsibilities. “It is only then that we will measure the gender disparity and who have
more responsibilities”

The budget process: Where does gender come in

Gender is still in existence in the budget in Seychelles explained panelist Teresa Siu from
the Social Services Department. People think that budgets are neutral and they have the
same effect on men and women which is not true said Siu. The impact of the budget
affect men and women differently as their needs and realities are different. Countries
that have put gender in their politics can see the impact on both men and women. She
said that house hold work is not considered in the economy and yet this has a cost.
Children going to kindergarten and services given to children is considered in the Gross
Domestic Product while the same issues are not considered when the services are
delivered in the home.

Budget costs affect more women than men. When a government reduces its costs on
old persons this affects more women who must stay in the house to care for the elders.

The first thing would be to do a time use survey in the house to see the inequality
between men and women. The same survey must be done in all departments.  It is from
concrete data that a National Gender Policy can be put in place. She is planning to
organise two series of sensitisation workshops on this issue for stake holders

Using power points presentation from Mauritius the facilitators explained in details the
concept of a gender budget and how this affect men and women in different ways both
in terms of revenue and expenditure. Gender budgeting is important so that  a gender
perspective can be put into all levels of public budgeting to measure the impact of public
policies on citizens of different sexes, to restructure revenues and spending  and to
reduce socio-economic inequalities between men and women.

During the discussion with participants facilitators explained how an empowerment fund
earmarked in the Mauritian budget has been to the advantage of women who lost their
jobs in the EPZ section. These women will now get access to land, training and finance
to set up their own businesses.

The Mauritian presentation on globalisation helped participants to understanding the
globalisation concept. The definition of globalisation by IMF as “the growing economic
interdependence of countries worldwide through increasing volume and variety of
transactions in goods and services, free international capital flows and more rapid and
widespread diffusion of technology”, while the International Forum on Globalisation
defines it as “the recent worldwide drive towards and globalised economic system
dominated by supranational corporate trade and banking institutions that are not
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accountable to democratic processes or national governments.” The umbrella effect of
the economy, politics, culture and technology which are transforming the economy and
the mode of living and thinking.

Case Studies

Participants were asked to do a household time use survey on one particular day for
themselves and their partners. Women work slightly more than their husbands in terms
of hours and in unpaid work. Participants also worked on Exercise twelve of the manual:
How is the cake divided?

Gender work and enterprise
Donald Celestine, Director for Centre for Skills Development said that although there
have been many programmes put in place for the young and although there is no
gender discrimination boys get work easier than girls. It is true that nowadays girls are
doing jobs which were traditionally done by men but when they have equal
qualifications employers prefer to employ men.  The main reason being maternity leave.
“Some even say that boys are more serious than girls while other employers believe that
girls are more committed than boys as they are very serious in their work.”

To change this mentality his organisation is doing a huge sensitisation campaign with
employers.

Another reality in Seychelles is that on the three percent of unemployed the majority are
women between the age of 15 to 34. He added that these are official figures and his
organisation has been asked to bring down the figures.

Case Studies

The case study on an article from Mauritius “One day is all it takes to change your life”
gave participants a good grasp on the negative effective of globalisation. The second
case study were on clippings from Mauritius. The first one being  on three women who
lost their employment in the EPZ and instead of being discouraged they started their
own business of making shoes. They are doing well in a non traditional job for women.
The second one being women empowering themselves through small scale industries.

A brief presentation on the Audience research was done with teaser questions.

Briefing on field work

Discussion on stories for the supplement, pictures, angles, voices and fact boxes were
also discussed. Facilitators accompanied participants at places below and helped them in
formulating their questions and angles for their stories. They also took all the pictures.

 Domain Val de Pres, a tourist village
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 Daisy’s Upholstery
 Caritas Sewing Centre
 Seychellois Pottery

Launch of the audience research – Tuesday 4th July
Before asking Tania Labiche to present the findings of the GMAS, Loga talked about the
GMMP and showed a few figures from Seychelles. She apologised that the publications
would have to be sent to all those interested later but Dr. Michel Rosalie would
nevertheless give responses to the study.

Tania Labiche, Head of Team and Research at the Social Development Department,
presented the findings of the Gender and Media Audience Survey done in March 2005.

In his response Michel Rosalie, Researcher in Population and Development said although
the dichotomy of the research, the results should serve as a barometer not only to
journalists but also to policy makers as the results show changes in the behaviour of
Seychellois.

«The recommendations should not be seen as prescription but done measure to
measure for non governmental organisations, ministries,etc. »

Rosalie applauded the quality of the study but nevertheless said that there are
contradictions on a wider scale and the results. He said he was not surprised with the
lack of statistics on the audience in several cases. « This problem concerns other
questions such as violence on women and corrective measures cannot be taken in
time».

He noted the contradiction in the answers of audiences. The results must be analysed
and used to see changes in audiences preferences. He was not surprises to see that
Seychellois prefer television than radio as a source of information. On the other hand he
noted that only 1% of Seychellois use internet as a source of information.

He also noted that the audience rely very much on television but this medium does not
very often given balanced news. « It is important for GEM Plus to do qualitative analysis
of television news. They can work with other organisations to come up with concrete
results. This is a challenge for this non governmental organisation. »

Recommendations
 Gender Links should consider the possibility of working with Gem Plus as well as

another organisation e,g the Gender Department or the Department of Social
Studies.

 For further workshops where a supplement is not involved, GL could consider
inviting three to four participants from Seychelles to join Mauritian participants in
Mauritius. This might be cheaper for GL.
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ANNEX A- PROGRAMME
3 – 7 July 2006

Ministry of Foreign Affairs, Maison Queau de Quincy, Mont Fleuri

TIME TOPIC WHO
MONDAY 3rd

8h30 – 9h00 Welcome, introductions &
registration

Sharon Thelemaque

9h00 – 09h30 Official opening Mrs. Antoinettte Alexis Chair
national Gender Steering
Committee

09h30 – 10h00 TEA
10h00 – 12h00 Business women and the media:

friends or foes?
Daisy Romain
Daisy’s Upholstery
Mrs Anita Gardner
Curiosity shop
Mrs. Josianne Gerry
JG Boutique.
Chair: Sharon Thelemaque

11h00 – 12h00 Key concepts Facilitator
12h00 – 13h00 Case studies: Gender in economy

and development
Facilitator

13h00 – 14h00 LUNCH
14h00 – 15h00 Panel: Gender in current economic

planning and thinking
Mr. Mathew Servina
CEO – CEFRAD
Mrs. Rose Mary Elizabeth
Women’s Educator
Ms. Tessa Siu
Social Affairs Department
Chair: Jean Claude Matombe

15h00 – 15h30 TEA
16h00 – 17h00 Debate: Has globalization had a

negative effect on women?
Jazues Kouri
Gender Lecturer
National Institute for
Education
Mrs. Rose Mary Elizabeth
Women’s Educator
Mr. Pascal Marie
IEC
Social Development
Mr. Reginald Elizabeth
Chairman
Father’s Association
Chair: Tania Labiche

TUESDAY 4th

8h00 – 09h30 The budget process; where does
gender come in

Mr. Jacques Koui
Gender Lecturer
National Institute for
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Education
Ms. Tessa Siu
Social Services Department
Chair: Beryl Pillay

09h30 – 10h30 Case studies and exercise
10h30 – 11h00 TEA
11h00 – 13h00 Gender, work and enterprise Mr. Mathew Servina

CEO – CEFRAD
Ms. Tania Labiche
Senior Researcher Officer
Social Services Department

13h00 – 14h00 LUNCH
14h00 – 5h00 Gender and the economics of news –

an introduction to the audience
research

Tania Labiche – Researcher
Social Development

15h00 – 16h30 Briefing on field work
17h00 – 18h00 Launch of the Audience Research

Presentation of findings

Dr. Michael Rosalie
Researcher – Population and
Development.
Tania Labiche
Researcher
Social Development

WEDNESDAY 5th Field Trips
1. Seychelles Potery – Union

Vale
2. SMB – Agro and food pro

industries. Union Vale and
Pointe Larue

3. Caritas Sewing Centre
Plaisance

4. domaine Val de Pres-Au Cap

All participants

15h00 Report back and shaping stories
THURSDAY 6th Write up stories at VCCS Computer

Training Room at Le Chantier.
All participants

FRIDAY
08h30 Review stories

Wrap up 11h00
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ANNEX B: LIST OF PARTICIPANTS

Name Organisation Telephone e-mail address
Michael Payet (male) SBC 289600 michael.payet@sbc.sc
Rachel Marie NATCOF 225941 natcof@seychelles.net
Julianne Auguste SBC 289600 Julianne.sambu@sbc.sc
Jean Ladouceur Nation 225775 jeandouceur@yahoo.com
Marceline Evenor SBC 289600 Marceline.evenor@sbc.sc
M. Anette Eneste CARE 324242 care@sey.net
Beryl Pillay SBC 289600 Beeluv2@yahoo.com
Sharon Thelemaque L’Eco des Iles 768330 keraque@hotmail.com
Patsy Canaya Social Services

Department
722893 prmsand@seychelles.net

 NATCOF – National Consumer Forum
 CARE – Committee for Awareness Resilience and Education
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ANNEX C
EVALUATION FORM

Seychelles BU 3 – 7th July 2006

EXCELLE
NT

GOOD FAIR POOR VERY
POOR

1. PROGRAMME DESIGN 3 2
2. PROGRAMME CONTENT 3 1
3. FACILITATION 4
4. GROUP WORK 5
5. OUTPUTS vs EXPECTATIONS 4
6. LEARNING OPPORTUNITY 5
7. NETWORKING
OPPORTUNITY

5

8. ADMINISTRATIVE
ARRANGEMENTS

2 3

COMMENTS

Which session did you find most useful?  Why?
- Globalization
- Business women and the media; because I have learnt a lot about women in

business and the role X2
- Business women and the media because my production work (SBC) sweet homes

is based on women in business, so it would help me to write better scripts next
time.

- Business women and the media provided networking opportunities

Which session did you find least useful?  Why?
- Gender work and enterprise
- Gender budgeting: We must sensitize the population of Seychelles on gender

issues before attempting to allocate a budget for gender issues X3

Any other comments
- Could have done away with field trips, instead should have the time for better

planning of interviews and compilation of articles.
- More time is needed to work on supplement
- More time to work on our articles is needed for us to produce an excellent work

X2
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REPORT OF THE ZAMBIA
BUSINESS UNUSUAL WORKSHOP

26 -30 June
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INTRODUCTION

Synopsis
This report covers the key activities and outputs of the Zambia Business Unusual
training undertaken by Gender Links from 26-29 June with support from the Konrad
Adenduar Stiftung, in collaboration with the Zambia Institute of Mass Communication
(ZAMCOM). The full programme of the workshop is attached at Annex A. The workshop
attracted 16 participants; 9 men and 7 women (see Annex B). A list of stories written
by the participants is attached at Annex D. Evaluations of the workshop are attached at
Annex E. Frank Windeck, Director of the Konrad Adenauer Foundation Regional Media
Programme, represented KAS. GL Executive Director Colleen Lowe Morna and ZAMCOM
trainer Mwiika Malindima co-facilitated the course.

Background
Since its inception, GL has conducted
workshops on the following themes: covering
gender violence; gender, HIV/AIDS and the
media, as well as gender, elections and the
media. These workshops have involved building
links with media training institutions;
developing training material; producing a
supplement as part of the training; as well as
training of trainer courses. The economy is a
natural next thematic area of work. It has a
close fit to the governance programme. It is an
area in which gender consciousness is
especially weak. Despite the enormous role that
women play in the economies of all Southern
African countries this contribution remains

undervalued and invisible.

This course, based on training material developed by Gender Links in collaboration with
the Konrad Adenauer Foundation and the Netherlands Institute of Southern Africa
(NIZA) covers the whole spectrum of gender and economic concerns, including gender
and the macroeconomic environment, development; planning budgets; work; trade;
enterprise and globalization. Exposing business and economic reporters to key decision
makers and entrepreneurs, the course included the production of a supplement, and
opportunity to show case stories at the Gender and Media Summit in September 2006.

Objectives
 To conduct training workshops on gender and economic reporting in Zambia.
 To improve gender balance and sensitivity in economic and financial reporting.
 To build an ongoing relationship with the media practitioners trained through

encouraging them to become members of local and regional gender and media
networks.

Key issues
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This first two days of the workshop consisted of information inputs that helped to draw
out the key issues.

OPENING

Speech presented by Hon. Benny Tetamashimba, MP Deputy Minister of
Information and Broadcasting

It gives me much pleasure to be here
with you today to open this very
important training named, ‘Business
Unusual; Gender, Elections and the
Economy’.

This is and important year for the
Zambian women and men because we a
re coming to a time that we get to
choose who to run affairs in
government. The forth coming tripartite
elections are an important aspect of
every Zambian as the appeal to our

sacred human rights and freedom of choice.

The question of choice has with it gender underpinnings which need to be brought out
to the larger public for them to make qualitative and informed decisions.

We are from a political back ground that has marginalized women in both the political
and economic arenas. As Zambia prepares for this year’s elections, with economic issues
looming large on the agenda, the time is right to focus on gender, elections and the
media.

I am informed that this course you are attending is based on material that was
developed by Genderlinks in collaboration with KAS Foundation. This training will cover
the whole spectrum of gender, elections and economic concerns, including gender and
the macroeconomic environment.

In this training, you will also look at issues of development, planning budgets, work,
trade, enterprise and globalization. This is aimed at making you knowledgeable with
issues that concern the welfare of women and men in a holistic manner.

As government, we realize that every sector that forms the economic and social
stronghold of the country has gender positions that consequently affect the production
capacities of the country. We are aware, for instance, that women farmers contribute
significantly to Zambia’s farm production annually. This largely feeds into the country’s
Gross Domestic Product (GDP). What is lacking, however, is to highlight women’s
involvement as equal contributors in such and other areas through the media. This has
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been indicated in past studies that include; the Gender and Media Baseline Study
(GMBS), the Gender and Media Audience Survey (GMAS) and most recently in the
HIV/AIDS and Gender Baseline Study.

These studies indicate that there are huge gaps in the way the media report issues
affecting women and men respectively and collectively. I am glad to note that this
training shall use some of these studies to come up with measures to correct and
merger these gaps.

The Zambian government is part to the SADC Gender declaration and is making
progress towards reaching the 30 percent women representation in decision making
positions. We therefore urge the media most especially in this election year to be
sensitive to the needs of both women and men and provide a level platform for people
to actualize.

Genderlinks and KAS, in partnership with Zambia Institute of Mass Communication
(ZAMCOM), have come up with a good tool that will expose a mix of political, business
and economic reporters participating in this course to key decision makers and
entrepreneurs in this week long training programme.

This Training programme is particularly innovative in that participants shall produce a
news supplement that will be carried in our daily newspapers. For us, as government,
there is no better way of bringing the results of the training for mutual benefit of both
the trainees and the public who will read the stories.

The Zambian government commends such partnerships and will always support
organizations working towards enlightening the public through the media on their civil
rights and responsibilities. We therefore commend ZAMCOM, Genderlinks and KAS for
finding the resources and coming up with this very important workshop.

I am informed that a total of 20 journalists from both private and public media will be
trained in this course to ensure the diversity of voices. The course shall include a wide
range of subjects that shall be facilitated by professional resource persons from various
fields in an effort to make gender, election and the economy reporting more enterprising
and therefore more beneficial to the general public.

The overall objective of this training is to increase awareness of journalists about, and
reporting on the role of women in the economy, elections and business and
development. With what appears on your course content, I am confident this objective
will be met.

We are hopeful, as government, that by the end of this course we shall have a group of
journalists that shall begin to report fairly and objectively in a gender sensitive manner
all issues of elections, economy and development.

We can only urge ZAMCOM, Genderlinks and the KAS Foundation to continue with the
good work and to organize such and many more other training and activities aimed at
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bringing good livelihoods to Zambians and ensuring that every voice whether female or
male counts in the media.

We wish you every success as you gain more knowledge and skill for yourselves as well
as for the nation’s benefit.

PANEL: WOMEN AND THE MEDIA FRIENDS OR FOES?

Dora Siliya, MMD aspirant

OUOTE BY THOMAS JEFFERSON
“If I was to choose between a government
without the media or the media without a
government, I would not hesitate to choose the
later.”

Issues
1. What is the role of Media in society
2. What is the role of Media in emerging

democracies (4th estate)
3. What is the role of Media in elections

(reflection or agenda setting)

Quote by Andrea Whitam Smith
“The Notion of independence does not mean an absence of strong opinions or a
perfect balance of argument, against this or that. It does not mean a particular
system of ownership. It is simply, a promise to readers, that everything you find in
the newspaper represents the editorial team’s own agenda and no body else’s;
neither the advertising department’s nor the owner’s nor any particular political
party’s agenda nor any business interests.”

4. Trap of stereotype reporting (women politicians, poor, handicapped, Youth etc)
5. What is the role of affirmative action in the Media
6. Who are the media practitioners

The way forward
1. Women politicians need to become politicians and not women who are in

politics because they participate in an election
2. Civil society needs to do more to highlight the importance of participation of

women and other marginalised groups in politics
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3. There is need for a forum for women to network effectively (professional
women, business women, church and media  and provide linkages to poor and
rural women)

4. There s need for the Media to humanize politics. The Media needs to set the
agenda to demand elections and politics in general must be issue based. Only
then can more women politicians and others participate.

Women and the media: friends and foes?
1. We both need each other especially in this global world
2. Women politicians need assert themselves and learn to lobby and use the Media

to their advantage and most importantly seek support from other opinion leaders
especially our male counterparts.

3. The Media needs to continue to set their agenda to meet the needs of our ever
developing society.

Mrs. Sherry Thole
Managing Director, Intermarket Banking Corporation

Status of women
 Zambia is a signatory to

various international
protocols, UN, SADC etc to
ensure thirty percent
representation of women in
the various sectors.

 Has this been achieved and
at what stage are we?

 What needs to be done?

Who are business women?
 For purposes of this presentation, I have restricted myself to Sales Turnover of

K50 Million per year
 Traders
 Manufacturers – crafts & domestic cottage industries
 Industrialists
 Private sector executives

Who are women politicians?
 Councillors
 Church leaders
 Community leaders
 MPs
 Policy makers e.g. PS, cabinet ministers
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 Women politicians have difficulty in the adoption process by various political
parties

 Lack finance and other resources
 Fail to mobilize their fellow women who comprise 51% of the voters
 Do not adequately address issues that affect them

Business women
 Build an economy based on equity, employment and growth
 Women need to be supported for economic empowerment, teach them to fish to

feed the nation.
 Women historically disadvantaged, form bulk of the people in the economy

where there is rampant poverty and lack of access to economic opportunities.
 Women in business have little or no access to;
 Resources
 Financing
 Title deeds

Role of the media
 Can make or break you
 Tend to emphasize on negative aspects of women
 Most stories on women in business & politics lack depth, focus on personal

matters rather than issues
 Media coverage is not emphasized nor have a gender leaning/bias towards

women and their activities
 Media coverage in urban areas

Conclusion
 Need for balanced reporting and high lighting women who have been successful

to create role models
 Establish a Women’s Council, private sector driven to co-ordinate with

Government –Gender in Development Division (GIDD) to bridge the gap
 Provide support through various frameworks to a common data base, GIDD are

encouraged for access to good CVs, exchanges of ideas and information
 Media must invest sufficient resources in coverage and gender parity
 Build partnerships amongst business women, women politicians and the media to

foster development.
 Maintain dialogue
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Pauline Banda, Editor, Daily Mail

This presentation seeks to delve into
the relationship between the media
and female politicians and
businesswomen.

I must admit from the outset that
the relationship is not as cordial as it
should be. The media, following the
entrenched prejudices against
women, has been very unkind to
women in general and women
politicians and other female high
flyers in particular.

In my own opinion, which I believe
is shared by many other women,
men are terrified of women who are
capable of contributing to
development.

This view much applies to men in
the media. They hold the same

views about women and these negative perceptions are visible in the new items written
about women politicians.

Since the media does not operate in a vacuum, it mirrors society’s negative attitude
against women. What makes matters worse is that the media is dominated by men.

Although attitudes are slowly changing, women are still generally held in bad light and it
will take some time before this picture changes for the better.

The media has rarely been friends with business women, women politicians and
successful women. The stereotypes which seek to limit the visibility of women in public
life are very much alive in the mass media, advertising included.

Women politicians are called names. Every little ‘mistake’ they have made in their lives
will be dug up and blown out of proportion.

As far as some men are concerned, women must be consigned to menial jobs and
remain almost totally dependant on them. Female politicians attract very harsh
coverage. When they are in the news, it is about some wrong they are supposed to
have committed.
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I must confess that the media in its current form is more of a foe than a friend to
businesswomen and female politicians.

When negative attitudes begin to change, this will be visible. The media will almost
automatically project this change of attitude.

Relationships may be sour now but not all hope is lost. Successful women can still have
some allies in the media. It is evident that the profile of women in general has been
rising as the media focuses on gender and development issues.

The media are not blind to the reality that women can be just as successful in public life
as men, so sometimes it goes against the age old practice of projecting women in bad
light.

The media has not benefited as it should, from a useful source of information because
of its antagonistic approach towards successful women.

It is common for female politicians and other successful women to shun the media
because they are genuinely scared of it.

As far as female politicians are concerned, the media is out to destroy them. One cannot
blame them for refusing to have a relationship with the media. For a long time,
successful women have been almost incommunicado.

It is only now that they are beginning to identify strategic allies in the media. This is a
good beginning in the quest to improve relations between the media and women
politicians and businesswomen.

Women politicians must learn to cultivate rapport with media for their own benefit and
that of the communities they serve.

Men have used the media to their advantage for a long time and will continue to do so.
Women have no choice but to do the same.

The mass media has helped men to be where they are today. It has consolidated their
hold on power.

The media is a strategic partner for those seeking to change the world. If Zambian
businesswomen and women politicians are keen on making the world a better place,
they must embrace the media.

Similarly, the media must judge women fairly so that the country can benefit from a
largely untapped source of valuable expertise. Business women, politicians and the
media work for the common good of communities, so it is best for them to forge links ad
build a better Zambia. L
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GENDER AS AN ISSUE IN THE ELECTIONS AND IN CURRENT ECONOMIC
PLANNING

The National Gender Policy defines
gender as an analytical concept,
which focuses on women’s roles and
responsibilities in relation to those of
men.

Gender characteristics are based on
cultural norms and beliefs, legal
social, economic, and political
relations and situations in each given
community. Therefore, the status
given to men and women in society
is not so much the result of
biological differences but rather the
result of social values, beliefs and
concepts (socialization).

Women in Zambia have been
marginalized since independence
and been given the backseat in
politics, decision making and
economic planning.

Data compiled by the Inter Parliamentary Union, on the basis of information provided by
African parliaments shows that the number of women in parliaments is still far behind
that of men. For instance, Zambia’s National Assembly only had 12 percent female
representation as of 31st May 2004.

The 2001 Parliamentary elections which were considered to have attracted the largest
number of female candidates, only had 202 female candidates out of 1198
Parliamentary Candidates who contested. Only 19 female candidates were successful,
while men got 131 seats.

The ongoing adoptions of candidates in political parties are not showing a green light
either, with the ruling party adopting 16 percent women to contest as Members of
Parliament.

On the other hand, economic planning theories and realities overlooked the importance
of including women in the process. This is mainly due to the fact that gender has not
been recognised as an important variable in economic planning and there are very few
women who are part of the economic planning process.
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Although recognised in governments and academic circles, the gender aspect of
economic planning has not been used as a planning and policy-making tool nor is there
a sustainable dialogue between planners and those within the research community who
might help planners towards a gender analysis.

This scenario shows that gender is still and issue in elections and economic planning.
- Why are women still lagging behind in the processes that govern life as politics

and economics?
- Why are cultural norms and forces so strong than the liberating power of

education, information and freedom in Zambia?

Economic power is said to be the basis of life and elections give political power which
controls the economy. Thus, the two are like two faces of the same coin. They are
dependant on each other. Politics determine economic policy and on the other hand
economic power is a strong determinant on who wins elections.

Gender as an issue in elections

Politics have a significant influence on development and institutions that govern life.
Therefore, excluding from participating in the elections fails the core tenant of
democracy, ‘participation in decision making by the majority’.

Main Hindrances to Women’s Participation in Elections

- Cultural values – in order to marginalize women a system of domination was
introduced through obscurantism, superstition and ignorance designed to destroy
women’s spirit of creative initiative, to kill the sense of justice and criticism, to
reduce them to passivity and make them accept their marginalization and
domination as a normal thing.

- Political party structures act as a major blockage to women wishing to contest as
top positions are dominated by men.

- Inconsideration of women’s multiple roles when planning for campaign and use
of unconducive venues and timings for meetings.

- Violence which characterizes political campaigns, underhand methods and vague
campaign languages coupled with graffit. The violence is both physical and
emotional.

- Lack of confidence by women themselves.
- Poor media coverage of women’s positive achievements (especially

intellectually).
- Lack of financial resources – women generally have low paying jobs, they are not

economically empowered, thus they cannot afford costs that pertain to elections.
- High illiteracy levels among women.

The precondition of advancing women’s participation in elections in elections is to uproot
the very roots of their marginalization. This does not require lip service but affirmation
action towards issues that pertain to the advancement of women such as the full
implementation of the National Gender Policy and the 30% SADC protocol and above all
changing the negative attitudes of society towards women.
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Why Should Women Participate in Decision Making?

- Gaining political power is the genesis for the real involvement of women in
current economic planning. Although female technocrats are there to formulate
policies and plan, the final decision on how resources are shared and what
economic system to adopt is made by politicians.

Therefore, it is imperative that women participate in elections in order to
promote equity in resource distribution and consequently fight poverty.

- For sustainable development.
- They are the majority in terms of the population.

Women in Current Economic Planning

For a long time, economic planners did not consider gender as an issue neither did the
traditional economic contributions of women appreciated, e.g. the work that women do
in terms of reproduction and the maintenance of human resources is overlooked and
other macroeconomic activities such as selling in market.

Numerous studies have demonstrated that the impermeability of countries to economic
reforms and the disappointing results achieved in the others have been linked to, among
other things, lack of consideration of the gender dimension in economic planning.

Recommendations

For women to be included and effectively participate in both elections and economic
planning, it is imperative to do the following:

- First of all, there is need to work on changing the negative attitudes of men
towards women and women towards themselves.

- There are no deliberate linkages between gender analysts and those in economic
planning.

To bridge this gap, it is necessary to bring the tools of economic analysis
together with gender realities so that the gender dimension can be included in
economic planning.

- Ministry of Finance and National Planning should encompass gender in economic
planning.

- Women should take advantage of the current gender friendly education policies
to advance themselves so that there is no room for excuses based on literacy.

- Zambia signed The Convention on the Elimination of all forms of discrimination
Against Women (CEDAW) in 1980 and ratified it on 12th June, 1985. Ratification
obligates governments to pursue a policy of eliminating discrimination against
women and to report progress to the UN Committee on CEDAW, which Zambia
has been doing.
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An article that is very instrumental in levelling the playing field in economics and
elections among women and men is Article 4 which advocates putting in place
temporary special measures to achieve equity such as positive action,
preferential treatments or quota systems to achieve women’s advancement in
education, the economy, politics and employment.

There is need to domesticate or incorporate such instruments into Zambian law.
Government must show political will ensure gender equity.

- The media should portray a positive picture of women and inform people about
the existing instruments on women’s rights.

- The ministry of Women’s Affairs should undertake comprehensive sensitization
on the existing conventions on women’s rights so that women can demand what
is their’s.

Conclusion
The fight for gender equity should not be left to government and NGOs alone but the
whole society should take part. Just like a human body needs all its parts to function
normally, Zambia also needs everyone regardless of gender to realise its full potential.

For democracy to thrive, the majority must be involved in elections and the governance
of the country. In the same vain, economic plans can only produce efficient and
sustainable results with minimum social costs, if the gender dimension is taken into
consideration.

The concept of equality means much more than treating all persons in the same way.
Experience has shown that equal treatment of persons in unequal situations will operate
to perpetuate, rather than eradicate injustice. True equality can only emerge from
efforts directed towards addressing and correcting these situational imbalances.

THE BUDGET PROCESS AND GENDER ISSUES
Mulima Kufekisa Akapelwa

What is a national budget?
Authorised by the legislature, for government to raise
revenue, incur debts and effect expenditures in order
to achieve certain goals, within a specified time
period.
The budgeting takes place in a certain context, i.e
policy and strategic direction.
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What is the budget process?
• This can be compressed into the following,
• Strategic planning, formulation, legislation, implementation and Audit and policy

review.
• Different sections of government and parliament lead the processes.

Gender
• There is a concern with Gender mainly because of the inequities that exist.
• These imbalances mean that a category of people may not benefit/or may suffer

more that the other, in our case, women more so that men.

Can the budget help redress gender inequalities
• Budget can an do allocate resources that perpetuate gender biases.
• But budgets also offer the potential to transform gender biases.
• Budget processes are rather rigid and may be incompatible with gender activists

fluidity.
• It is recognised that there has to be monies for gender pronouncements made.
• Otherwise pronouncements remain mere rhetoric.
• Gender must enter in every stage of budget looking at the policy framework,

design of programmes, allocation of resources and the impact of public
expenditures on women and men

Some key issues
• In attempting to assess gender responsiveness, the beginning has to be the

policy framework – the budget does not take place in a vacuum.
• What is the National Development plan saying on gender issues, what did the

PRSP say, was there a strong gender mainstreaming in PRSP, was this supported
by funds?

• Other places to look are the sectoral objectives and strategies, do this promote
gender equity or the status quo?

• How is the provision of secondary school education promote equity or the
provision of agricultural subsidies?

• Power relations also matter in the budget process. It has to be recognised that it
is not just a question of allocation monies.

• Do the Gender lobbyist have power, are they listened to?
• Do the institutional values/norms support gender issues in a real way.
• How is money allocated, to which programmes? Who are the gainers, and the

losers.
• Is the budget system participatory, do local people have the chance to influence?
• Other stages of the budget such as implementation offer great opportunities for

gender issues, for example looking at whether gender programmes are getting
their funds.

• Public expenditure Tracking exercises and Audits can be used to push the gender
agenda.

Challenges
• In order to make impact Gender Budget Initiatives need information which is

disaggregated. This is often not available.
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• Gender coalitions need to be build, there has been a weakness in this area.
• Donor financing may not be available all the time.
• Capacities may be inadequate.
• Poor budget systems, that do not focus on outcomes are not transparent,

credible and not very policy orientated.
• Budgets that do not allow for particpation.
• Weak wider political support
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ANNEXES

ANNEX A: PROGRAMME
TIME TOPIC WHO
MONDAY
8:30-9:00 Welcome, Introduction, KAS,

ZAMCOM, Gender Links Programme
Facilitator, KAS

9:00-9:30 Official Opening Minister Information and
Broadcasting (MIBS)

9:30-10:30 Gender, Elections and the economy:
what are the links

Gender Links

10:30-11:00 TEA
11:00-12:00 Business Women, Women politicians

and the media: friends or foes?
Panel: Dora Siliya, Sherry
Thole (Intermarket Discount),
Pauline Banda (Daily Mail)

12:00-13:00 Case Studies: Gender in the
Economy and development

Facilitator

13:00-14:00 LUNCH
14:00-15:30 Panel: Gender as an issue in the

elections and in current economic
planning

AVAP

15:00-15:30 TEA
16.00-17.00 KAS Media and Zambia programmes KAS representatives
TUESDAY
8:30-9:30 The Budget process; where does

gender come in?
CSO, CCJDP

9:30-10:30 Case studies and exercise Facilitators
10:30-11:00 TEA
11:00-13:00 Gender, work and enterprise Facilitators
13:00-14:00 LUNCH
14:00-15:00 Gender and the economics of news

– an introduction to the audience
research

GL, ZAMCOM

15:00-15:30 TEA
15:30-16:30 Briefing on field work Facilitators
WEDNESDAY Field work Team
15:00 Report back and shaping stories KAS, GL, ZAMCOM
THURSDAY
8.00-13.00 Write up stories Facilitators
13.00-14.00 Lunch
14.00-15.30 Working with women: view from the

ground
AVAP

FRIDAY
8:30 Review stories GL
11:00 Wrap up and closure Facilitators
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B. LIST OF PARTICIPANTS:

Name Sex Organisation Phone/Cell Fax E-mail
Arnold Tutu M Radio Choice FM 097-896-971 arnoldtutu@yahoo.com
Veronica Simubali F Radio Sky FM 097-637-055 veronicamumba@yahoo.co.uk
Grace Zulu F National Mirror

Newspaper
097-853-623 +2601261193 gracezulu2002@yahoo.com

Derrick Sinjela M Monitor & Digest 097-199-447 +2601202020 sinjela@yahoo.com
Steven Mvula M Guardian 095-992-300 mvulast@yahoo.com
Cynthia Mnkwasa F R-Christian Voice 097-711-818 c_mukusasa@yahoo.co.uk
Beene Miyala F NAIS 097-808-021 +2601250010 beenem2000@yahoo.com
Shadreck Banda M Weekly Angel

Newspaper
097-578-199 shadreck_banda@yahoo.com

Charles Kambangu M ZANIS 097-683-496 +2608821342
Wamunyima Walubita M QFM 097-439-383 +2601221441 wams@radio.fm
Lillian Hannah Banda F Weekly Angel

Newspaper
097-434-202 lillyhannah2000@yahoo.com

Marian Chigwedere F ZNBC 097-808-246 mchigwedere06@yahoo.com
Michael Mulumba M AVAP 097-659-209 ilovejesus1@excite.com
Arthur Mwansa M Daily Mail 097-531-959 artmwa2002@yahoo.co.uk
Pernemal Sichikwekwe F The legal

Resources
Foundation News

097-882-121 +260221-287 persichi@hotmail.com

Delphister Lungu F Muvi TV 097-998-181 dellungu2006@yahoo.uk.zm
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ANNEX C
ZAMBIA BUSINESS UNUSUAL STORIES

STORY WHO CONTACT PHOTO
ELECTIONS

1 Why MMD failed to
achieve 30%; what other
parties are doing

Delphista 097 998181 File- MMD
Convention
(Derrick)

2 Women voters; %
registered to vote; views
of women voters

Veronica 097 637055 Woman casting
vote; to get pic
from last
election

3 Women who campaign for
men- why; would they do
same for women
candidates

Grace 097 853623 Grace to phone
Derrick once
found group

4 Church view on
participation of women in
elections

Steven 097 494914 To phone
Derrick

DECISION-MAKING
5 Women in decision making

broadly: to what extent
have targets been
achieved?

Beene 097 808021 Ditto

 6 Women in powerful
positions- how are they
viewed, what do they
experience

Mary Ann 097 808246 Will take own
pictures

7 Glass ceilings in the
newsroom

Nakubiana 097 561497 Derrick to
Times; photo
chair of ZUJ

ECONOMY
8 The unwaged work of

women
Perpetual 097 882121 Dual roles- will

take own
photos

9 Cross border trade,
COMESA

Cynthia 097 714818 Own pictures
(Derrick back
up)

 10 Effect of the appreciation
of the kwacha on women
in business

Arthur 097 531959 Derrick-
Zambia
Association of
Business,
Kwacha
House

11 Women construction
workers

Wamunyima 097 439383 Derrick-
Kalinga linga-

12 Women in hortuculture Derrick 097 199447 Derrick
13 Gender and poverty Shadrack 097 578199 Derrick- slum,
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STORY WHO CONTACT PHOTO
reduction rubbish dump

14 Rural electrification-
gender impact

Hannah 097 434202 Derrick- Mud
house with
power lines
passing by

WOMEN’S RIGHTS
15 Cultural and domestic

violence
Michelle 097 659209

16 Customary law; effect on
women in rural areas

Charles 097 688496 File
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ANNEX D: Summary of Evaluations:

Zambia Business Unusual training
29th May – 1st June 2006

(Total 16)
EXCELLE
NT

GOOD FAIR POOR VERY
POOR

UNANS
WERE
D

1. PROGRAMME DESIGN 9 7
2. PROGRAMME CONTENT 13 3
3. FACILITATION 9 4 2 1
4. GROUP WORK 5 7 1 3
5. OUTPUTS vs EXPECTATIONS 4 8 1 3
6. LEARNING OPPORTUNITY 9      6 1
7. NETWORKING
OPPORTUNITY

       5 6 4 1

8. ADMINISTRATIVE
ARRANGEMENTS

2 6 6 1 1

COMMENTS

4. Which session did you find most useful?  Why?
- AVAP presentation because it gave the opportunity to understand that the 30%

women representation in decision making positions is not a gift but a merit and
only quality and talented women are eligible to apply for it.
Also the round trip to AVAP Democracy and Information Centre.

- Women politicians and women in business where Sherry Thole, Dora Siliya and
Pauline Banda facilitated. I learnt that women can actually be better leaders
given a chance and that as media, there is a need to positively portray their
positive roles and highlight more on their success and not to close up on them.
CCJDP Akapelwa Mulima on the Budget and Gender was also excellent. It was an
eye opener on why budget must be a priority when planning to uplift gender
issues. (x6)

- Sherry Thole; it brought out the perspective of successful women and how
gender disparities have affected them. It also gave me an in depth
understanding of gender reporting.

- I enjoyed most the interactive session between the participants, facilitators and
guest speakers. The panel discussion created a tripartite interface between civil
society, government and media.

- The field trip was the most useful and practical session.
- Budgeting on gender lines; It gave an opportunity for business journalists to

realize the importance of gender issues and its impact on business policy
matters.

- The representation of women in decision making positions and women are good
managers.
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- The one on media and women, friends or foes? I liked it because it spelt out
clearly some of the things we ignore as journalists in our duties. We have to live
up to ethics and view women as good news sources as well.
The link between gender and economics – I am able to see things from a gender
perspective when I was not able to.

- Story writing because participants were able to criticize each other’s stories for
perfection. I also learnt new ways of writing stories.

- I especially liked the sessions that talked about gender and the economy
because I feel most women are economically challenged and this is a major
source of the problems they encounter today.

- Gender, elections and the economy because it taught me why women should be
involved in all aspects of life – political and cultural.

5. Which session did you find least useful?  Why?
- The gender budget presentation by Mulima Kutekisa because it was difficult for

me as she used technical terms and language for economists. The presentation
was very academic and she could not level the ground for other people.

- None. Each session had some points that were brought and I did appreciate all
of them. (x11)

- The field visits because the time was short and the space for stories was not
enough, which resulted in some stories being left out. More space next time,
please.

- The trip to AVAP because it was not on the agenda. Had it been there, I would
have been prepared for it.

- AVAP session. While she had a well researched paper, she was not engaging. It
was kind of dull.

6. Any other comments
- This is my first time to be exposed to the environment of media personnel and

journalists. It is an exciting experience as I learned more about women work,
things I could not imagine or think about.

- How I wish that, as media, we could be exposed to such workshops more often
to improve on our knowledge on how to cover different issues, matters etc. that
concern society. Believe me, this work shop has been an eye opener to me and I
think I will make sure I put my knowledge gained to good use, through my radio
production and even write stories.

- Overall, the Zambia Business Unusual workshop was enlightening and well-
coordinated and focused. I suppose it would be interesting to broaden the
newsletter next time round. I propose a photo feature and also increasing the
pages to eight.

- The program was very rich but some of the people expected to be part of the
panel never made it, such as WILSA and UNDP, which was kind of a
disappointment.

- None. (x2)
- Colleen’s session was excellent. Gender is an issue least understood, even by

reporters.
But there was need for more resource persons, like Suzanne Matale, who have
gender issues in their blood.
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- Next time include some editors or call a workshop specifically for news editors
for them to appreciate the need for incorporating gender into news stories.
Gender should not only be an issue in gender pages of columns but be included
in the news agenda.

- Everything was very good and interesting and very educative.
- More time should be allocated to this course. There is a lot that has to be

covered in a short time, for instance certain topics had to be removed from the
program because of time.
Overall, it is a very good course.

- The course was generally educative and thought provoking. In future, maybe a
similar course can be organized with journalists from countries that have good
female representation just to know the role the role the media played to activate
that.

- We should have discussed economics and elections in depth.
- Participants should have been told about logistics (in-house) from the on-set of

training i.e. transport refund.
- To avoid delays in submitting stories, maybe participants should be given enough

time to make arrangements and interview sources. Maybe people should submit
their news ideas the first day and start making arrangements with their sources.
Also, only speakers who are serious should be invited, unlike those who
disappointed us this time around.

- I personally enjoyed the training very much but the sad part was that I was not
accommodated by the organizers.
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BUSINESS UNUSUAL TRAINING COURSE
ZIMBABWE REPORT
5th – 9th June 2006
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Synopsis

This report covers the key activities and outputs of the Zimbabwe Business Unusual
training undertaken by Gender Links in collaboration with the Gender and Media
Zimbabwe network from 5-9 June with support from the NIZA. The full programme of
the workshop is attached at Annex A. The workshop attracted 23 participants men and
women (see Annex B). Evaluations of the workshop are attached at Annex C. GL
Executive Director Colleen Lowe Morna and trainer Pat Made co-facilitated the course.
Loveness Jambaya coordinated the course.

Introduction

Dorcas Hove, Executive Director of FAMSA and a member of GEMSA committee, chaired
the session. She began by giving welcoming remarks and asked each person to
introduce himself or herself while she introduced the panelists.

Colleen Lowe Morna (Director of Gender Links) was introduced.  She gave a brief
background of GL and spoke about the Business Unusual workshops that have been
taking place in the region.

Expectations
Participants were asked to say out their expectations from the workshop. These
included:

- To be able to write stories on women and the economy
- To gain new perspectives in reporting on women in business, especially

marginalised women.
- To enhance reporting skills; meet journalists (renowned); share experiences;

skills in gender reporting
- To gain analytical skills to monitor business/economic news stories from a

gender perspective
- Sharpen skills in covering economic and business news – how gender fits in
- To get to know journalists who cover women and business issues and link the

journalists with women in business
- Networking
- Share knowledge on the challenges women in the economy face
- Develop capacity in gender and economic reporting
- Broader and deeper understanding of gender dimensions of economic reporting
- Follow up opportunities from this workshop
- Instill with skills and expertise on how business issues should be addressed and

disseminated through ICTs
- To gain a better understanding of the concept of ‘gender’
- To learn more about media consumers, gender and economic reporting

Official opening

The Deputy Minister of Small to Medium Enterprises (SMEs) - Mr. Kaparadza
Mutiwekuziwa officially opened the workshop.  He sent apologies from the Minister of
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SMEs Cde Sithembiso Nyoni who was supposed to be the guest of honor but was unable
to make it.

He reiterated the Ministry’s commitment to empowering women through pursuing a
national gender empowerment policy that requires a third minimum share for women in
all ventures.  The ministry is also assisting women in the small business sector by such
initiatives as the Loan booths.  The Loan booth facility groups together a fixed number
of small, individual informal traders that require funds so that the loans are made
available and distributed according to the needs of each member at competitive interest
rates. They are situated in places where most of these economic activities take place.
For example one is located in Mbare at the Siyaso market place and those who trade
there can access on the spot loans to finance their operations.

He related a number of success stories where women have benefited from this facility.
He commended the organizers of the workshop for organizing such strategic workshop.

Panel Presentations: Gender, the economy and media

Margaret Zunguze - Director for E-knowledge for Women in Southern Africa
(EKOWISA).  She talked about the use of new media (ICTs) in enhancing women’s
businesses.  Margaret also worked with newspapers, radio, Indigenous Business
Women’s Organisation Round table, small clubs with women in the high-density areas by
empowering them to use ICTs to market their wares. While she acknowledged some of
the work done by media, she feels more still needs to be done to profile women
especially those in the periphery. She also spoke about the problems women face in
accessing loans and finances to kick-start or expand their businesses.

Elizabeth Kachidunga: She is President and founder of the Zimbabwe Women in
Construction Association (ZWICA).  She gave a brief profile of how she started out as an
unemployed woman who used to train boy scouts, training as one of Zimbabwe’s first
female bricklayers and eventually starting her own construction company and
subsequently rallied all women in the construction industry to form the ZWICA. She
related that it was not an easy road, as she had to deal with a lot of negative attitudes,
even from her own husband and family members because of working in a male
dominated field.  However, she persevered and this has paid dividends because she now
runs a flourishing business with the assistance of her husband and children.

She highlighted some of the challenges that they face:
Lack of working capital, lack of collateral hence difficult to get loans from financial
institutions, stiff competition from well-established businesses for larger contracts
among other problems. Government can only help so far but they need huge loans now
to be able to compete with organisations such as Costain, etc.

Dr Naomi Wekwete: She is an Economist, Demographer and also a member of the
Zimbabwe Network of Women Economists.  She gave a paper titled: Gender, Economy
and the Media. Summary of issues discussed:
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 Women and the Economy
 Gender Disparities in the labour Market
 Women’s Access to and Control of Land
 Gender and Enterprises
 Gender Awareness in Economic Reporting

Gender and Enterprises – In the Zimbabwe context
 Most female enterprises in Zimbabwe are small and medium term and women

constitute the vast majority of this sector.
 As far back as 1984, women in the informal sector constituted 64% compared to

only 25% in the formal sector (Government of Zimbabwe, 1991 in Mupedziswa &
Gumbo, 2001).

 In 2004 women constituted 75% of the small-scale enterprises (Halimana &
Zwizwai, 2004; McPherson, 1998).

 This disparity is largely due to the differences in educational and occupational
opportunities that are biased towards men.

Problems Encountered
Access to Credit - the requirement for collateral and guarantors prejudices women more
than men. Most women do not own assets (e.g. land and house) that can be accepted
as collateral due to poverty.

Inability of women to enter into economic contracts – constrained by State legislation,
which doesn’t treat them as full citizens. Women cannot sign contracts in their own
rights, but require a male guarantor.

A World Bank survey reported that only 5% of the female respondents had obtained
formal credit, while 75% received financing from personal savings of family grants &
loans.

Attitude of financial institutions – e.g. SEDCO cited by many female entrepreneurs..
Inadequate training skills – Vocational opportunities for girls restricted to careers
traditional to women such as home economics, secretarial studies, dressmaking, and
cosmetology.
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Women’s lack of marketable skills – due to unbalanced educational & employment
opportunities between men & women

Under-capitalisation - lack finances to venture into bigger businesses where lots of
capital is needed.

Cultural Attitudes - women not taken seriously, especially if they venture into businesses
formerly regarded as male domains, e.g. a case of Women Building Contractors

Work experience – women have experience in limited sectors such as teaching,
administrative, secretarial, or commercial

Time – due to the multiple roles women have as mothers & wives, combining
entrepreneurial responsibilities with domestic ones – thus have less time available to run
a business

HIV and AIDS – home-based care, i.e. the shift from hospital to the woman at
household level means that she has extra duties to take care of at home, at the expense
of her business.

Gender and the Media
 Statistics underestimate the value of women's work, including care work

especially in this era of HIV and AIDS pandemic.
 Having scanned through the Herald, Financial Gazette and the Independent

under the business section – one can conclude that business reporting is not
gender sensitive.

 Exceptional - the Kingdom Financial Programme aired on Thursdays on ZTV
 Therefore, there is need for gender aware reporting

Gender Awareness Reporting
 Giving equal voice and air-time to women, and representing women in their

multiple roles in society
 Highlighting success stories
 Lighting the way – the media has a role not just to follow, but also to lead, to

report and not just “what is” but “what could be”
 Discussions and debates on fascinating stories etc
 Thus, the media has a big role of sensitising policy makers and planners, and the

public on women’s contribution to the economy.

Judith Chiyangwa

She is a mother and self-employment as well as Chairperson of the Zimbabwe Women’s
Rugby team. She related how as a woman she has had to juggle with her roles and still
performed well in starting her own business.  She highlighted a number of issues some
of which have been mentioned above.

However of note was her reference to sporting as a business and how this has been
male dominated.  Women only come in to advertise and occupy the periphery of sports
news.  Yet there are many opportunities reporters and other news writers could explore
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to portray women in more positive light rather as girlfriends of successful sportsmen, or
advertisers, and et cetera.

She also posed an important question as to who is behind all those successful
businesses.  For example more men win business awards yet some of the labour force
especially in the small-scale business sector are women.

Key concepts/issues

After tea break the facilitator then introduced key concepts to the course. Her first task
was to ensure that all participants understood the concept of gender.  Not all
participants were conversant with the concept as demonstrated by the definitions that
were put forward by course participants: gender refers to sex, relation between men
and women, and so on.  The facilitator then clarified some of the misconceptions/wrong
definitions around the concept of gender

Key issues in the media
 Portrayal
 Representation – numbers, voice, perspective
 The overall message on women and the economy that seems to emanate from

the media is that women are not significant neither are their contributions

Participants were reminded of basic principles of ethical journalism followed by case
studies of best practice which were compared against bad practice

Gender in current economic planning and thinking

Dr. Ibrahim Jassat from the World Bank and Vailet Mukotsanjera from the Zimbabwe
Women Resource Centre Network  (ZWRCN) gave presentations on some of the work
their organisations are doing as well as the trends around gender and economic
thinking.

The World Bank is involved in coming up with the Citizen’s report card and Community
Score card for all countries it operates and ideally women should be participating in
coming up with this.

ZWRCN runs a whole programme on gender budgeting.

The Permanent Secretary of SMEs, Mrs E. Ndlovu and Rukiya Wadoud a Programme
Officer from the African Capacity Building Foundation (ACBF) sent apologies.

Debate: Has globalisation had a negative effect on women?

In the late afternoon there was a debate led by Dr. Wekwete who gave an outline of
some of the effects globalisation has had on women:
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Positive
ICTs

 Information flowing  across regions
 Countries’ respective governments have been able to come up with common

positions on women such as BFPA, MDGs, UNGASS, etc
 IT has brought with it more professional advancements
 Governments for instance can keep ‘eyes’ on each other

Negative
Trade

 Survival of the fittest – the playing field is not equal and women are most
disadvantaged; trade imbalances, imbalance economic distribution

 No access to information especially for those outside urban areas
 Copying Western culture – causing disempowerment of women
This has fuelled high level of human trafficking, particularly young women  for cheap
labour, sex trade, etc – different regions becoming more accessible
 Agriculture continues to suffer in developing
 In the Zimbabwe context: countries because the Western world subsidies agric

sector in their respective countries

The Budget process
Vailet Mukotsanjera, a Gender Budgeting officer with ZWRCN, made a presentation on
the  budget process and where gender comes in

Gender and Economics
The facilitator went into a session on gender and the economy and demonstrated ways
in which reporters can mainstream gender into economics.

Summary of Issues:
She suggested three ways of doing this:

i. Stories about women in business or other economic sectors; including
profiles

ii. Stories to look at where women and men are, or are not in different sectors
of the economy/financial sector

iii. Examine the impact of different economic/business/ financial policies and
programmes on women and men.

How to mainstream gender in economic reporting:
i. Voices and perspectives of both women and men and pay attention to

prominence of these people interviewed. The aim is to achieve balance as
much as possible in all categories be it professionals, experts, officials, etc

ii. Sex disaggregated data

Field work
The facilitator gave a briefing to participants of what was expected of them from the
fieldwork they were supposed to carry out and the subsequent production of a
supplement. Some of the participants were encouraged to work in pairs.
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The following story ideas generated from the workshop:
 Examine the impending new mining policy (nationalization) and the opportunities

it could present for women
 Women in Construction
 Zimbabwe Network for Women Economists
 Profiles: Elizabeth Chakudunga – Woman in construction

  Margaret Zunguze – Women, Business and ICTs
  Judith Chiyangwa – a woman in business

 Advertising – using women to ‘sell’ goods
 Who is behind the ‘face’ of business? Who does the actual work?
 Accountability – How well is Zimbabwe faring on CEDAW, BFPA, MDGs, etc
 World Bank & Gender – Citizen’s report card & Community Score card looking at

women’s voices and participation
 Trafficking in the face of Globalisation/ IOM
 Gender disaggregated data – Central Statistics Office
 Women and Sports - *Sports is a business
 Women on the Stock Exchange
 Women and Land – Audit of where we are now
 Loan Booth – who has benefited. Consult with the Ministry of Small to Medium

Enterprises (SMEs)
 ZWRCN Gender Budgeting initiative

Logistics
A venue (World Links) from which journalists wrote stories, a tour bus, photographer
and a few interviews were pre-arranged for the participants.

At the end of the course the facilitator had a review of the stories that would be used for
the supplement and pointed out the shortcomings of some of the stories.

The Daily Mirror carried the Business Unusual supplement on June 12th, 2006.

Gender and Media Audience Study – Introduction & Launch, June 6th, 2006
Colleen Lowe Morna gave an introduction to Gender and the Economics of news and
gave introduction to the audience research. She gave a brief presentation of Zimbabwe
findings.

Loveness Jambaya, GEMZi representative and team leader for the research gave a brief
account of the process of carrying out the research.  She mentioned that it was
challenging but exciting.

This proved to be a stimulating session for course participants as they got a fresh
perspective on looking at news from the consumer’s viewpoint. This was confirmed by
the response to the research by Arthur Choga, an Editor with New Ziana who was also
participant of the workshop.  He thanked those who put the enlightening research
together and urged fellow media practitioners to put Gender on the media Agenda.  He
also urged them to engage with the National Gender Policy so they can write informed
and fresh news stories.
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However he was concerned with the fact that this research took place in Urban and Peri-
urban areas of Harare, Bulawayo and Rusape and yet there are areas which are remote
and do not have access to television and the internet as sources of news.   Thus the
research may not have been as representative of the Zimbabwe population.  In
response it was felt that this was a small sample and this was reflective of those
communities but yet still useful and informative for media researchers and practitioners
and all those interested in knowing the trends of media consumers.

Media Coverage
1. ZTV, This Morning, 7th June 2006 – Colleen Lowe Morna (GL Director)

interviewed on the workshop and GMAS
2. Radio Zimbabwe, News, 7th June 2006 – report on the ongoing workshop
3. The Daily Mirror, 7th June 2006 –  ‘Weak Mechanisms hinder women
emancipation’.
4. The Daily Mirror, 8th June 2006 – Zimbabweans use net, newspapers for
information
5. The Sunday Mirror, 11th June 2006, Zimbabwean women lead in gender

awareness
6. The Daily Mirror, 19th June 2006, Sedco disburses $18billion to SMEs

(follow up to story on Loan Booths with gender disaggregated data)
7. The Southern Times, 11th June 2006 (was just told but have not seen this

publication)

o Conclusion
o The workshop was well attended.  All participants stayed until the end of

the workshop and contributed to the supplement. The course participants
found it useful and an eye opener.  It was suggested that there be follow
up training workshops which should be extended to institutions of
learning.
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Annex A: PROGRAMME

TIME TOPIC WHO
MONDAY
8.30-8.50 Welcome & Introductions Dorcas Hove
8.50-9.00 Background Information GL Executive Director – Colleen

Lowe-Morna
9.00-9.30 Official opening Minister of SMEs – Hon Cde

Sithembiso Nyoni
9.30-10.30 Businesswomen and the media: friends

or foes?
Margaret Zunguze, Elizabeth
Kachidunga, Dr Wekwete,
Judith Chiyangwa

10.30-11.00 TEA
11.00-12.00 Key concepts Facilitator
12.00-13.00 Case studies: Gender in the economy

and development
Facilitator

13.00- 14.00 Lunch
14.00-15.00 Panel: Gender in current economic

planning and thinking
Rukiya Wadoud (ACBF), Ibrahim
Jassat (World Bank), Perm sec
ministry of SMEs (Mrs E.
Ndlovu), ZWRCN (Vailet
Mukotsanjera

15.00-16.00 TEA
16.00-17.00 Debate: Has globalisation had a

negative effect on women?
ZWRCN (Virginia Muwanigwa),
Dr N Wekwete, Roberta Muropa

TUESDAY
8.30-9.30 The budget process; where does

gender come in
ZWRCN (Vailet Mukotsanjera)

9.30-10.30 Case studies and exercise
10.30-11.00 TEA
11.00-12.30 Gender and the economics of news- an

introduction to the audience research
Facilitator

12.30-13.00 Launch of the Audience Research
13.00-14.00 LUNCH
14.00-15.00 Gender, work and enterprise
15.00-16.30 Briefing on field work
WEDNESDAY Field work
15.00 Report back and shaping stories
THURSDAY Write up stories
FRIDAY
8.30 Review stories
11.00 Wrap up and closure
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Annex B: List of Participants

Name Organisation & Title Contact Details
1 Nqobile Malinga Newsnet – News producer Nqobile.Ndlovu@newsnet.co.zw

nqobiee@yahoo.co.uk
091713773

2 Privilege
Musvanhiri

Newsnet Privi78@hotmail.com
privimusvanhiri@yahoo.com
263-4-443537/Mobile 091-808 067

3 Bornwell Choga ZIAP Tribune –
Photojournalist/Editor

bornwellchoga@yahoo.co.uk
PO Box 9385, Harare (ZIAP)

4 Zhean Gwaze Financial Gazette Zhean@fingaz.co.zw
Tel: +263 4 781571-7
Cell: +263-11 631 312

5 Josiah

Mucharowana

New Ziana jmucharowana@yahoo.com
04-251754

6 Liberty Chirove Venekera Works –
www.onebusiness.co.zw

chirovelee@yahoo.co.uk
(263) 091 856 627
04-778073

7 Chengetai
Zvauya

Freelance zvauyamedia@yahoo.co.uk
773934

8 Patrick Musira Southern Times & Moto
Magazine
Freelance Journalist

patmusira@yahoo.com

9 Macdonald
Rainosi

New Ziana 19 Selous Ave
O4-251754 /091723638/ 011606642
macdonaldmackintosh@yahoo.com

10 Arthur Choga New Ziana /CNG arthurchoga@hotmail.com
hararepost@africaonline.co.zw
091 758 909

11 Thelma
Chikwanha

Freelance journalist/ZUJ thelforyou@yahoo.com
011 745 416/ 222426/091675248

12 Stanley James The Chronicle (09)88871
jamesstan203@yahoo.com.au

13 Chengetai
Zvauya

Freelance journalist O11 528 245/667958

14 Patience Zirima WIDSA pzirima@sardc.net
263 4 791141

15 Nevson Mpofu Freelance Journalist n.Mpofu@yahoo.com
04-793777

16 Sally
Nyakanyanga

New Ziana Snyax2002@yahoo.com
692186/091777623

17 Josiah Dimbo Weekend Gazette/ A.F.C Building, Gokwe
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Freelance journalist chiefgutu@yahoo.com
091767678

18 Dorothea T
Maphosa

Min of SMEs – Officer Min of SMEs, Liquenda Hse, Cnr 1st

street & Nelson Mandela - 091392664
19 Jabulani Chisipo Freelance Journalists jabulanichi@yahoo.com

jabuchi72@yahoo.com

20 Grail
Kupakuwana

Freelance journalist 12 Warwick Street
Kadoma/grail-media@yahoo.com.au
091284215 c/o Gerald

21 Clemence
Tashaya

Freelance -

22 Chakanza Paranji The Daily Mirror 04-796053
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ANNEX C: SUMMARY OF EVALUATION FORMS
EXCELLENT GOOD FAIR POOR VERY

POOR
1.PROGRAMME DESIGN       7     6     0     0      0
2.PROGRAMME CONTENT       6     6     1     0      0
3.FACILITATION       7     4     0     0      0
4.GROUP WORK       3     5     4     0      0
5.OUTPUTS VS EXPECTATIONS       5     7     1     0      0
6.LEARNING OPPORTUNITY       8     4     0     0      0
7.NETWROKING OPPORTUNITY       5      6      2      0      0
8.ADMINISTRATIVE
ARRANGEMENTS

      4      5      3     1      0

COMMENTS

     1. Which session did you find most useful?
- Gender budgeting – instrumental in identifying how to place gender in national

budgets and how us as journalists could be instrumental in checks or reminding
policy makers on their promises

- All the session were useful to me.
- Session by Pat on how to write gender sensitive stories, it was really an eye

opener. It opened a new horizon on my writing skills. it gave another challenge
to develop sources that are gender sensitive. Another one by Collen.She is really
a brilliant presenter. She opened other avenues for me.

- The field trip where l managed to meet the women in the field work and having
to interview them and writing stories.

- Gender budgeting- This made clear many aspects of the budget –making process
that l did not know previously.

- All
- Patie story writing etc.sessions were exceptional. They helped create new

mindsets of gender reporting.
- All sessions were useful as they tried to link business and gender.
- Story writing improving on skills in sourcing of information.
- The first day with Patie mode/Collen Morna especially. Enjoyed the wrap up

writing tips.
- The composition of the whole course was exellent.the writing process was the

most challenging though, and l enjoyed it most
- All of them were very useful as the workshop was a refresher course on

journalism concepts.
- Field trip

2. Which session did you find least useful

-None
 None
-None at all. All were very enlightening
-No session
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-Globalisation and gender-There could have been a lot more on globalisation-The
session was too short for many issues to come out.
-None
-Starting time were too flexible
-No session was irrelevant
-Budget session –The presenter was not good enough to articulate the subject
-The lady who gave a presentation on the budget was not very confident with her
data
-None. All sessions presented another invaluable learning opportunity
-Budget reporting –This was because of limited information on the budget process

3. Any other comments:
- We would appreciate if you ever are going to have a business workshop to invite

people from the financial sector for presentations.  But thump up! We do
appreciate.

- This was a good and effective workshop got empowered in terms of advocating
for women issues, l hope to share the skills and experiences with other
journalists back at work. My worry though was the behaviour of other journalist,
which l hope should be condemned.

- We really look forward to having more of the training programme not only on
gender. Maybe you could also widen the forms to political reporting,
entertainment etc.

- Keep it up.
- The workshop should have been extended, to longer days of basic journalism

training, and news. Writing in order to help us to sharpen our stories.
- The facilitation was excellent and perhaps there must be a way to take such

training into the mainstream for training of journalists. The fieldwork was helpful.
Perhaps there maybe a need to pair journalists up so they learn from each other
l found working with a partner enhanced the work we did as many partner had
skill l did not have and l learnt from.

- Petty did a prefect job as she always does. This training has been very useful
and helpful to many of us loveness thanks for being such a perfect administrator.

- More of the same please. This kind of training is most welcome.
- Expected to find male economists also involved in finance etc.
- More education is needed we are well behind international standards.
- Hope we should have more businesswomen as part of presenters, and more

training workshop and programmers for journalists.
- Thank you for allowing us to assess and examine ourselves have personally

realised how much l didn’t know. Please keep it up.
- Business Unusual training workshop was the best training workshop l have ever

attended
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REPORT OF THE TANZANIA BUSINESS
UNUSUAL WORKSHOP

26 Feb- 2 March 2007
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Synopsis
This report covers the key activities and outputs of the Tanzania Business Unusual
training undertaken by Gender Links from 26 February to 2 March with support from the
NIZA. The head of the Tanzania School of Journalism opened the workshop. The full
programme of the workshop is attached at Annex B. A list of resource persons is
attached at Annex C. The workshop attracted 23 participant 8 men and 15 women (see
Annex D). Evaluations of the workshop are attached at Annex E. GL Executive Director
Colleen Lowe Morna and trainers Trevor Davies and Willie Kitima co-facilitated the
course. Zena Maajar coordinated the course.

Introduction

The first two days of the workshop consisted mainly of information inputs that helped to
draw out the key issues and plan possible story ideas and pictures for the fieldwork on
Wednesday. These information inputs came from invited speakers with expertise in
particular fields of gendered approaches to business and economic planning,
quantitative and qualitative information from the previous Gender and Media Baseline
Study (GMBS) and the more current Media and Audience Research and other stories and
ideas that participants in other countries had found useful and interesting. Short
summaries follow of the main points made by our invited speakers.

Opening by Professor Mwajabu Possi, Chief Principal, Institute for Journalism
and Mass Communication, University of Dar es Salaam

Opened the workshop.

Businesswomen and media Panel

Rachel Mkundai Editor-‘Fema’ HIP produces and edits a
women’s magazine dealing with issues around sexual
health, women’s control of their own reproductive rights
and HIV and AIDS. It is a non-profit enterprise and all
revenues are ploughed back
into capacity building for growth
and circulation improvements.

Maria Sarungi, Owner /
Director Compass
Communication Ltd.
Sarungi is the director
for Compass
Communications Ltd., a
media production
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company which produces three television programmes for a local television channel.

Emelda Mwamanga – Owner / Editor ‘Bang’ Magazine, seen here interviewed for a
Tanzanian news programme is the owner and editor of Bang Magazine, an upbeat urban
magazine with a male and female readership founded in 2003.

What is business?
 Business is an organization that provides goods and services to others who want

or need them.
 many people when think of business careers, they often think of jobs in large

wealthy corporations.
 However, many business-related careers, exist in small/medium businesses,
 non-profit organizations,
 government agencies,
 educational settings
 What do one need in order to do business

 Business plan
 Capital
 Skills
 Marketing information

Types of business women like to do
 Small: need small capital, don’t need much space
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 Catering/decoration, Handcraft/Batik, Garments/textile, Processed foods, Food
vendors, Tailoring mart
Medium: need relatively big capital, high managerial skills

 Cosmetic shop eg shear illussion, Boutique, Beauty Saloon, Tailoring marts, Air
ticketing agency,Restraunt/cafeteria,  Selling cereals

Businesswomen and Media
 Relationship
 Most engage themselves in petty business so they dont see the importance of

working with media
 Many women are not enthusiastic, they dont want to try to work with media
 The media industry is reluctant to work with women as they don’t see to benefit

from them

Challenges
 Capital (how to access – one need to be informed)
 Marketing (where to sell/buy – ads)
 Access to information
 Business management skills (expenses)
 Business planning
 Business selection

Ways Forward
 Women should not afraid to work with media
 Media industry should work together in a ‘win-win’ situation with women
 Women should explore the opportunities and be more enthusiastic in using

media

Fauziyat Tabood, WAMA Foundation

What Is WAMA?
WAMA Foundation is a non profit Organization founded
by the First Lady of the United Republic of Tanzania,
Madam Salma Kikwete with a focus on development by
improving women’s social and economic status by re-
defining gender roles and creating more opportunities
for the development of women and children.

The type of work WAMA does in terms of gender,the
economy and development.

 Girl child education to OVC. (About 150 girls are
already benefiting from this support).

 Women empowerment.

Media Campaigns conducted by WAMA.
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 Through Organisation of African First Ladies Against AIDS (OAFLA),Hon.Mama
Salma who is the Vice Chairperson, launched HIV/AIDS campaign last year,
which is mainly focused on reducing new HIV/AIDS infection for youth.

 This campaign is still on all over the country. For the first phase the theme
is:Mwana wa Mwenzio ni mwanao,Mkinge na UKIMWI.For the second phase,the
theme will be:Kemea watu wazima Wanaoambukiza UKIMWI, and for the third
pase we have :Zungumza na Mwanao kuhusu UKIMWI.

Coverage of women in the media.
 As WAMA we are not far from other people thinkings. We believe that media are

not yet fair when it comes to women issues/coverages. There is no gender
balance.

 They media don’t prioritise womens concerns and valuable work and as a result
women are not visible to the community.

 Most cases when women stories are reported it will be either scandals or
undignified projection.

 One of the big unit in WAMA is Health Promotion and Advocacy. We believe that
without media this unit can not work and send information to the communities.

 WAMA is expecting a good relation with media people.

Gender, work and enterprise

Esther Mkwizu, Equal Opportunities
Esther Mkwizu presented an in-depth look at many of the issues that had been raised by
our media business women’s panel and analysed wider aspects of the environment for
women in business in Tanzania.  Uncertainties about land and asset ownership rights of
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women led many of them into undercapitalised areas of economic activity. Prejudice
through entrenched patriarchy was a major obstacle for women.

National Budgets - Statistics and other information for reporting
Unfortunately Tanzania Gender Network Project (TGNP) were unable to send their
planned speaker for our session on Tuesday morning. Instead Trevor Davies, assisted by
Willie Kitima took participants through the parliamentary procedures and standing
committee processes for a typical government budget planning cycle in Tanzania.

Opportunities to bring pressure on the planning process from the public by NGO
advocacy, media reporting of parliamentary committees  and stimulated debates around
women and child friendly budgetary policies and plans were looked at.

To prepare for the launch and presentation of the Tanzania Audience Research findings
we broke into three smaller participant groups and looked at:

 The concept and practice of desegregated gender statistics on the Tanzanian
economy and business sectors;

 Where to find information and how to analyse it in a gender sensitive manner;
 Women as sources and audience for media houses;
 The issues that women felt were important to report.

Launch of the Tanzania Media Audience Research
Patrick Mwakilama – GEMSA Member
Esther Mkwizu, Equal Opportunities
Vicky Ntete, Bureau Chief BBC, Tanzania

At this point we were joined for the session which spread over the last of the morning
and post lunch by over ten editors/owners of media in Tanzania. Our panelists each
presented aspects of the audience research for discussion. Patrick indicated that the
sample size was small and could be criticized in some respects but it broadly backed up
the findings of the previous Gender and Media Baseline Study findings for Tanzania
three years previously.
Highlights of statistics are below.
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Radio is the main source of news in Tanzania. More women (51%) than men (48%) use
radio to get their news.  40% of women and 31% of men chose TV as the second most
important news source.
More men (20%) than women (8%) rely on newspapers. The gender gap for Tanzania
is second highest in the region

Preferred news genre
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Various points were raised including:
 The urban/peri-urban bias in the sample
 Misgivings about electronic media reception overlaps/ gaps in some areas where

listenership was claimed.
 How could monitoring and research be sustained and funded locally in a

sustainable manner.
 Who should pay for research – media owners, advertisers, NGOs, MISA etc.

It was agreed that the findings were interesting but that a special half day workshop
should be convened by MISA and Genderlinks to study the findings in more depth and
make some recommendations.

Tying it all together -days one and two

After listening to and debating issues raised by speakers, analyzing gendered statistics,
several comparative stories from previous BU workshops and the case study materials in
the BU training pack we brainstormed ideas for appropriate stories for Tanzania. This
was done in pairs with a report back to a plenary session. A story matrix was then
drawn up with possible story angles, sources and picture ideas for the Wednesday
fieldwork.

Fieldwork

From the previous two days work participants each chose a story idea, considered
gendered angles in reporting it, sources, pictures etc. Through field exercises working
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with the resource people a supplement was produced that was carried by the Daily
News, Tanzania. Stories included:

 ‘Gender Benders’ – men doing typical stereotyped womens work and vice versa
for women.

 Women in media business
 Women in small-scale production
 The girl child, exploitation of uneducated women.

Outcomes versus expectations
 19 people completed the course against the target of twenty. Of note was the

fact that many editors and other journalists came to one or two sessions as well.
 The supplement produced by the team (enclosed with this report) reflects the

rich programme content and learning experience.
 The evaluations at Annex E reflect the extent to which participants found this an

eye opening experience and are keen to apply their learning.

Next Steps
 Participants are expected to submit two more stories before they receive their

certificates
 The stories will be eligible for consideration for the Gender and Media Awards at

the next GEMSA Summit
 Several participants joined the GEMSA Tanzania network.
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ANNEX A:
PROGRAMME FOR BUSINESS UNUSUAL

TIME TOPIC WHO
MONDAY
8.30-9.00 Welcome, introductions  Willie/ Trevor
9.00-9.30 Official opening  Professor Mwajabu Possi, Chief

Principal, Institution Journalism and
Mass Communication, UDSM

9.30-10.30 Business women and the
media: friends or foes?

 Maria Sarungi, Director Compass
Communication Ldt

 Emelda Mwamanga, Editor Bang
Magazine

 Rachael Mkundai, Femina

10.30-
11.00

TEA

11.00-
12.00

Key concepts

12.00-
13.00

Case studies: Gender in the
economy and development

13.00-
14.00

Lunch

14.00-
15.00

Panel: Gender in current
economic planning and
thinking

 Fauziyat Tabood, WAMA Foundation

15.00-
16.00

TEA

16.00-
17.00

Debate: Has globalisation had
a negative effect on women?

TUESDAY
8.30-9.30 The budget process; where

does gender come in
 Ussu Mallia, TGNP

9.30-10.30 Case studies and exercise  Trevor
10.30-
11.00

TEA

11.00-
13.00

Gender and the economics of
news- an introduction to the
audience research

 Patrick Mwakilama, GEMSA Member
 Esther Mkwizu, Equal Opportunities
 Vicky Ntete, Bureau Chief BBC, Tanzania

13.00-
14.00

LUNCH

14.00-
15.00

Gender, work and enterprise  Esther Mkwizu, Equal Opportunities

15.00-
16.30

Briefing on field work  Willie/Zena/Trevor
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WEDNES
DAY

Field work  Participants

15.00 Report back and shaping
stories

 Willie/ Trevor/Colleen/Zena

THURSDA
Y

Write up stories  Participants
 Willie/ Trevor/ Colleen/ Zena (Editing)

FRIDAY
8.30 Review stories  Willie/Zena/Trevor
11.00 Wrap up and closure  Colleen/Trevor

Resource Persons

1. Maria Sarungi- Director, Compass Communications/Businesswoman
2. Emelda Mwamanga- Editor, Bang Magazine/Businesswoman
3. Professor Mwajabu Possi- Chief Principal, School of Journalism
4. Ussu Mallia- TGNP
5. Patrick Mwakilima- GEMSA Member
6. Esther Mkwizu- Equal Opportunities
7. Vicky Ntete- Chief Bureau, BBC Tanzania
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Annex B: List of Participants
TANZANIA AUDIENCE RESEARCH TRAINING REGISTRATION FORM

AUDIENCE RESEARCH – 27 February 2007

Name Sex
(M/F)

Org Phone Address Email

Neema Pius Freelance 0713236882 Box 12349 neemapius200@yoheo.c

Aulora Kishimba F Radio Tumain 075 602 7978 Box 9916 Dsm shukishi@yahoo.com

Apolinary Kweka M NIPASHE 075 228 7503 31042 apolokweka@yahoo.com

Esther Mngodo F The Citizen 0713 532504 Box 31771 Koimo62@yahoo.com

Evance Ng’ngo M The African 0714 436594 Box 63033 evancengingo@yahoo.com

Hamisi Mwege M Star TV 0754 388498 Box 6404 hamisi05@yahoo.com

Beatrice Philemun F The Guardian 0754 747914 Box 31042 Bitef2@yahoo.co.uk

Apohuary Kweka M NIPASHE 0752 87503 31042 apolokweka@yahoo.com

Bestina Magutu F Radio Tanzenis 0713 736943 9191,Dsm rhobim@yahoo.co.uk

Lemmy Hipolite M East Africa Radio and TV 0713 466935 Box 4374 Dsm lemmytz@yahoo.com

Astrura Kishimba F Radio Tumani 0756 027978 Box 9916 Dsm ashukishimba@yahoo.com

Margareth Chambiri F TVT 0754 276191 Box 31519 M_chambiri@yahoo.com
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Angel Nguori F The Guardian 0756 756491 31042 Sabbyann2004@yahoo.com

Neema Mbuja F IVT 0787 990099 4374 nemyy@yahoo.com

Saturnini Vuluwa Radio One 4374 Vuluwa11@yahoo.com

Yasmine Protace F S.Nipashe 0745 521034 1994 shanhussein@yahoo.com

Mwasu Sware F Mwananchi 0784 426896 19754 Mwasu77@yahoo.com

Samira  Kiango F Radoi Uhuru 0755 269782 Dsm samirakiano@yahoo.com

Rachel Mhando F 0713 344082

Nasser Kigwangallah M Sunday Observer 0713 630190 31042 Kigwa_n@yahoo.com

Emelda Mwananga Bang Magazine 0754 844578 20797 emelda@bongtz.com

Usu_Emma Sindila F ALASIN O786 407578 31042 Emma_sindila@yahoo.co.uk

Fr. Bon Kamuli M Kiongozi Newspaper 0784 965100 TEC box 2133
D’Salaam

kamulijanga@yahoo.com

Francis Libungo M TVT 0753 302688 Box 31519
Dsm

Patrick Mwakilama M UCLAS 0784 381127 Box 35176
Dsm

mwalikama@yahoo.com

Naxer Kigwapallah M S/ Observer 0713 630190 31042

Lina Wennis F Channel TEN 0784 285669 19045 Dsm linadenny@yahoo.com

Zaitun Mkwama F TVT 0754 343783 9191 Dsm

Eva Solomon F I J M C 0713 462642 4067 Dsm

Alfa Nuhu M The guardian 0754 824126 evamsangi@yahoo.co.uk

Mgaya Kingoba M Mtanzania 0754 585568

Dina Chahali F DTV 0755 642602

Kulthum Ally F TVT O713 346503

Dominica Havle F GRAFCA 0754 586282

Tamali Vulu F Tanzania Daima

Esther Zelamola F DTV 0713 337157
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Annex E
EVALUATION FORM

Tanzania  Business Unusual training
27 February 2007

(Total 23)
EXCELLE
NT

GOOD FAIR POOR VERY
POOR

1. PROGRAMME DESIGN 10 8
2. PROGRAMME CONTENT 9 9
3. FACILITATION 7 7 2 1
4. GROUP WORK  5 11 1
5. OUTPUTS vs EXPECTATIONS 7 9 2
6. LEARNING OPPORTUNITY 9 8 1
7. NETWORKING
OPPORTUNITY

4 9 4

8. ADMINISTRATIVE
ARRANGEMENTS

6 9 2

COMMENTS

7. Which session did you find most useful?  Why?
- I enjoyed going out to the field to work on stories on gender issues. It was great

because it opened my “gender specs” X7
- The topic of gender work and enterprise has given me a challenge to be more

creative in future and also taught me that there are equal opportunities for both
male and female.

- The topic of the difference between gender and sex by Colleen has taught me
how to go about writing gender sensitive stories by using simple language.

- The topic of difference between male and female has taught me that being a
woman does not push you down from doing any wonders.

- The relationship between business women and the media as also given me as a
journalist the platform to educate the public by writing to them the importance of
it.

- Exploring the problems that are faced by Enterprise women
- Reporting gender issues and going an extra mile in ensuring that the voices and

views count X3.
- Photo taking has improved my skills X3.
- Making some most powerful women coming to give us a challenge in the

trainings was one other useful thing.

8. Which session did you find least useful?  Why?
- None X10
-

9. Any other comments
- Gender Links is doing well but you have to put more efforts in women who live in

rural area.
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- The training programme was very good, I didn’t have much experience but now,
I have learn more than I expected.

- I strongly recommend more trainings of this kind to be conducted X5.
- Because I know many things, I have realized that I did not understand well.
- Time allocated or this training was too short, more time to be allocated in the

near future X7.
- Excellent programme, has opened up my gender specs X3
- Local traveling allowance was not sufficient
- Need follow up courses of this nature


